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Despite the manifest differences among tbe Slavs, there is a co~ 
mon Slavonic heritage. Perhaps we can compare Slavdom to an organism 
and each individual Slavic ethnic group of peoples which make up Slav-
dom to the individual cella which compose the whole organism. Each ia 
an entity in itself; each derives its nourishment from the whole; each 
helps to deter.mine the character, make up, livelihood and health of the 
whole being. fhe Slavs are weak in allegi&llCe and a common heritage am 
strong in their individus.l ethnic character-. Each Slavic group ot 
peoples is closely tied together in an ethnic unity. Used in this sense 
ethnic unity means to imply that each one ot these ethnic groups bases 
its unity on biological and geographical factors. Its natiouality 
seems to be determined and is beyond choice. Nationality is based on 
blood ani inheritance ani ia inescapable to the point Where it effects 
not only th& characteristics of the ethnic groups but, also, the 
temperament and psychology ot the individual people. Pan Slavism seems 
to be the search tar a political unity which will bring together the 
various ethnic unities or nationalities Which make up Slavdom. 
Various non-Slavic political structures have been imposed qpon 
the Slavs while others bl.ve been imported from outside of Slavdom as a 
possible answer to the Pan Slavic search among the Non-Great Russian 
Slavs. Of the various non-Slavic programs tor the political unity ot 
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Slavdom, two stan!l out because they both affect the nature am char-
acter of' Pan SlaviiiJD. !he first ia Germani8Dl which has been an imposed 
political structure upon the Slavs. Hostile to Slaviam, Germanism is 
repugnant to the Slavs as a whole am has been one of the atrongest aDl 
most potent !actors in keeping Pan Slavism alive am active. The con-
cepts of Franch liberaliam seem to offer the best plan tor Slavic 
political unity and the Non--Great Busaian Pan Slavists seem to have 
been looking tar a Slavic version ot the principles of French liberal-
ism. Bven though this plan seems to otter the best structtre for a 
political unity within Slavdom, it is ~reign to the Pan Slavic idea 
because it is an import from outside ot Slavdom. 
A concrete program tor the political unity or the various ethnic 
nationalities does exist within Slavdom. !his program is a Russian 
inter!l"etat ion ot Pan Slaviam. !he Non-.Great Russian Slavs seem to 
be tom between what they wish the Russian program •• aDl 'llhat it ia 
in reality. Prom ear-ly times tbe Non-Great Russian Pan Slavists have 
looked longi13gly to Russia because of the political potential, power 
aut prestige of Russia. The Non-Great Russian Pan Slaviata have always 
hoped for a Russian p:'Ogram 111b.icb. WJuld DBke Russia the organizer of a 
Slavonic traternal federation ot Slavic equals Which would protect the 
various ethnic :aationalitiea from hostile non-Slavic forces am guar-
antee tl:a individual Dationalistic independence ot the various ethnic 
peoples within Slavdom. On the other hand, the Russian program of Pan 
Slavism aims to establish a strong am solidified centralized political 
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unity or whole 'lltJ.ich would be Russian rather than Slav. This Russian 
Pan Slavic Jrogram would mean thatthe illdividual ethnic Dationalities 
or entities would become Russianized and denationalized, which is in 
direct opposition to the nature ot the ethnic unity ot the various Non- . 
Great Russian Slavs am the obJectives or the Non""Great Rusaian Pan 
Slavic Pl"Ogram ot political unity tar Slavdom. Furthermore, some ot 
tbB .&.siatic characteristics ot tbB Russian Pan Slavic program Which 
find their outlets in paganism (morals a.IJd ethics), nihilism am 
mystioiam are ulldesirable to the lion-Great Russian Slavs. The roman-
tic longi:ngs of the Non-Great :Russian Slavs toward a Slavonic Russia 
am the attempted Russian seduction ot these Non-Great Russian Slavs 
into a Russian Pan Slavic program have succeeded in part to cause an 
outsider to identity the genuine Pan Slaviam w1 th Russian D&tionalism, 
imperialism am. coDmunism. 
Tbe purpose ot this paper il to describe Slaviem from a Non-Great 
Bussian stalllpoint. In ao doing it shall point out that there are two 
interpretations ~ Pan Slavism within Slavdom, tbl Great Russian and 
the Non-Great Russian views, each havi~ distinct individual objectives. 
!his thesis aims to illustrate the Non-Great Russian interpretation ot 
Pan Slaviam through a comprehensive stlXly of the Slovenes. J.s an in-
dividual Slavic people, the Slovems depict the character, mentality 
and spirit ot the Slavs in gell8ral am a study ot these people will 
give us soDI9 insight into the problem. Even though the Slovenes differ 
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from the other Bon-Great Russian Slavs in their ethnic character and 
developmant, they have a common element w1 th the other Non-Great Russian 
Slavs as to the type of political unity (Pan Slavism) Which is desired 
far Slavdom as a Whole. Tm Slovenes, like the other Non-Great Russian 
Slavs, namely tba Poles, Csechs, Slovaks, Croats, Serbs, Bulgars, tlltrain-
ians aDi White Russians, have a COillllOn Pan Slavic obJective. They all 
•nt a fedarated Pan Slavic program which will establish a Slavonic 
political solidarity of ethnic equals am which will guarantee individtal 
nati omlistic independence to each Slavic people. 
J. parallel sttJly of the Russian program of Pan Slavism will show 
tb:l differences between tlB two types of Pan Slavism. This stuq will 
show t:tw.t tlw Bon-Great Russian version is the genuine am au.thentic 
Pan Slavism which has survived tm attempt of the Great Russiam~ to 
alter its content. 
Outli118 ,g1 Stud:y' 
Part I ot this thesis is the baokgroUlld material designed to 
establish the meaning of Pan Slavism am Slavism as the concepts affect 
Slavdom. The first chapter descri bee the historical chlaracter of the 
two interpretations. Chapter two describes the t'W'&ntd.eth centtry 
Russian Pan Slavic program which was inaugurated in Moscow in 1941 and 
ll!:l.ich was mare successful th&l the previous Russian Pan Slavic programs 
which were also concealed Ullder tbe guise of Slavism. It will show first 
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tl:e similarities of the twentieth century Russian Pan Slavic program 
to the previous Russian Pan Slavic programs Whose nationalistic and 
imperialistic intentions were also disguised under Slavism, and second, 
it will analyze the twentieth century Russian Pan Slavic program in order 
to show how the Russians mauged to unite their co11111uni:stic implications 
a.m. intentions with Russian nation&l1111D a~ imperialiam under the guise 
ot Pan Slaviam. 
Part II ot this thesis is a study of the ethnic characteristics of 
the .American Slovenes am their relation to ethnic nationalism o't the 
Slovene people with their genuiDe am authentic idea of Pan Slavism as 
established by the ea.rly Non-Great Russian Pan Slavista. In other· .. words, 
part II will attempt to establish from tbe ideas expressed by the 
Jmerican Slovenes of the. type of political unity (Pan Slavism) which 
would be compatible to a Non-Great Russian Slavic ethnic group of 
peoples. The study will make a surve7 of these expressed ideas in 
order to aee it they are similar to, or the same as, that of the 
original Pan Slavism. 
Chapters om and two in Part II will make a comprehensive at l.Ji7 
ot the American Slovenes in relation to their ethnic unity am. their 
ethnic nat1cDal1am. The study of the ethnic nationalism among the 
American Slovenes will reveal tbe importance of nationality among a 
Slavic ethnic unity. It will expose the sustained patriotism am 
love, dedication and devotion to a mother country. lfurtbermore, the 
stl.Jiy ot the ethnic character of the Mr1erican Slovenes will show how 
a nationalistic group can maintain its loJU.lty to a D&tioDal heritage 
and a political ideal (Pan Slavism) and still maintain loyalty toward 
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an adopted homeland. 
Chapter three of Part II will Jmke a study of Pan Slavism among 
the .American Slove:nes. !he time element of this chapter begins wl. th 
the inauguration of the R11ssian ~n Slavic program in Moscow in 1941 
and ends with the T1to-5talin Sohism, in 1948, which seems to establish 
tm fact that there are two interpretations of Pan Slavism within 
Slavdom. This chapter deals with a period duril8 which ethnic am 
Slavic feeliug was at an all-time high because of the German war 
atrocities among the Slavs, the coming jllied and RllBsian victories 
over tbe Germans, the Russ1&11 march into Berlin (the heart of Gerlll&lJY), 
tbe defeat of GerDJallY am the formation ot the Soviet Bloc. 
PART I 
TWO IN.l!ERPRETATIONS: 




~he Jleaning of Pan S1avi am 
History indicates that Pan S1avism is an authentic Non-Great 
Russian Slavic concept. It was used as early as 1826,1 when it ap-
peared in a Latin treatise written by a Slovak, Jan Herkel.2 The Pan 
Slavic concepts of unity among the Slavs existed loDg before this 
treatise by J. Herke1. National union aiJX)ng the South Slavs was 
advocated as early as 1340.3 The basis of tmity was claimed on 
language and territorial grounds. 
In 1562,4 the idea spread and included the Croats, the Dal-
ma.tians, the Bosnians, the Serbs and the Bulgarians in the idea of 
Slavic fraternity. 5 The sixteen th century gave birth to one of 
the first true Pan Slavists, Ivan Gundulic (1588-1638). He typifies 
the Pan Slavist because he was interested and co:aoerned with all 
1. Hans Kohn, PA.N SLA.VISM-Its Hiatou and Ideology (IDiiana: 
Universi~ of Notre Dame Preas, 1953), P• 251. 
2 • .1RJ4., P• 254 
3. V. Novak, J.ntologia. Jugoslovenska miali i parodnob Jedinstva 
(1.390-1930) (:Beograds 1930), P• 4. 
4. Ibid., P• 7 
5. ~-
2 
phases of life; "government, religion, morll-ls and human feelings." 6 
Be disclofled his romantic ideas of Slavic unity in his "C11.nto VIII". 
W~hile pouring out his love to his birthright, Ih1brovni~, he saw hope 
in the coming "Slavic state·" which he envisioned as spread from "north 
to south."7 
The Croatian priest, Juraj Krizanic (1618 - 1683) is known as one 
of the forerunners to the nineteenth century Pan Slavi sts. 8 He was, 
like Guno.ulic, a universalist. ReHgion was interrelatecl with politics 
fl.nd life in general. Fr. Krizanic made some of the first concrete f!teps 
to res.lize SJ.a.vonic unity which he founded upon language and heritage. 
He hoped that the second half of the nineteenth century would see the 
"reunion of the Churches uncler Rome ancl the S19.VS under Russia. "9 The 
enthusiasm of Fr. F..rizanlc is evidenced by his missionary sojourn in 
Russia in the attempt to convince the Tsar that Russians are equally 
Slavic. 
The Ragusan Movement of the seventeenth century can, perhaps, be 
called the precursor of the nineteenth centur;y Pan Sle.vic :Movement, 
wh ich took steps to realize a Sl a vonic unity. The Contribution s of 
6. Milovo;y s. Stanoyevitch, Early Ju_goslav Lit e rat~e (1 000-lSOOl 
(New York : Col11111bia University Press, 1922), pp. 50-56. 
7. Ibid., p. 52 
8. Hans Koh:n , Pa n Sla.vism, (..2.£,. cit.), p. 51 
9. Ibio .• 
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the Bagusan literary movement to the expe.nalon of the co:acepts ot 
slavonic unity can be seen in one ot t~ masterpieces of the Ragusan 
epoch, "Osman," in 11b1ch the Slavonic race am the Slavic fatherland 
ar8 glorified.lO 
The eighteenth century Pan Slavic enthusiasm of DositJe Obradovic 
( 1740-1811) can be someWhat compared to the seventeenth century Pr. 
Kr1zanic. J. Serb by birth, Obradovic worked for a national community 
ot all South Slavs.11 Unl.ilte Pr. Kr1zanic, Obradovic saw religion to 
be om ot the D8Jor impediments to Slavonic unity.12 
fhe idea ot the ".Mother Slava"13 was introduced in the early 
nineteenth century by a new Pan Slavic personality, a Osech, Jan Kollar 
(1793-1852). !he Slavonic idea of unity and solidarity seemed to issue 
forth from all the various Slavic peoples-tm Czechs, the Croats, the 
lloravians, the Ruthenians, the Slovaks, the Slovenes, the Serbs.14 Now 
tb& question arose. Whose "duty" was it to come am gat~r together 
all the dispersed Slavic childrentl5 A new . era was opened to the Pan 
10. Milovoy s. Stanoyevitch, ..2.12.• cit., PP• 50-56. 
11. llilos Sa'Vkovlc, La. Literature YousoslAve Moderne, (Belgrade: 
Bureau Central de Presee, 1936), p, 11 
12. Ibid. 
13. Mme. Elodie L. M1Jatovich, Pe.nslaviam, (lo:ndona Museum St. 
Bloomsbury, 1885), p. 6. 
14. ~· 
15. ni!!•, PP• 6-7 • 
Slavic Theorists. Kollar thought in terms of "one Slavic nation" 
am "one Slavic la:agu.age.n16 .. The Slavonic expa:nse, sscording to 
Kollar, during his period of time "commanded half of the globe.nl7 
J.ccordi~ to the global knowledge and scope of Kollar, the "one 
hundred m,illione Slava,"l8 occu;pied one half of the earth. 
More important, Kollar introduced a prinCiple Which cannot be 
overlooked in a pan Slavic stu.~. He brought out the principle of 
the injustice to the slav. He e:zpressed both grief and embitterment 
that a vast empire of peoples Who 110uld one day "trium.ph in the arts" 
should have te be humiliated at the latds ot the Germana.l9 
The Slovene, Bartholomaus Kopitar (1780-1844) is one of tbe con-
temporaries of Jan Kollar. Kopitar is the Fr. Krizanic of the 
eighteenth century. The solidarity of the Slavs •s predicted to 
come through the Roman Catholic Charch.20 He perceived Austria as 
the true center of Slavic culture as opposed to "barbaric" Russia.21 
The ideas of Kopi tar were rooted in the new Illyrian idea Which 
16. Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, <.2:2• .2U.·), P• 23. 
17. Ibid. 
18. Ibid. 
19. Ibid. . ' 
20. Bobert J.. Kazm, !!:he Jdg1t1rJat1onal Empire, BatiorJalism and NatioDal 
Refcrm in the Hapsburg MoDarch..v 1848-1918, (New York: Columbia 
University Press, l950l), Vol. I, p. 295. 
21. Ibid., pp. 295-297. 
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resulted trom Napoleon's short-lived Kingdom ot Illyria on the 
Adriatic sea (1809-1813).22 The Illyrian idea, perhaps, most adequately 
describes the ambitions ot the Pan Slavic program which was soon to 
coos in 1848. The Illyrian Kingdom of the early nineteenth oentUl'J 
was tm synthesis ot the right a and ~eedoms ot ma:Dldn.d Which were 
:fought tor and won UDder the inspiration ot the Prench Revolution. 
Por a Period ot tour years, the Croats and the Slovenes who were in-
cluded in this idea benefited :from the "Jurisdictioll&l, educational 
am agricultural reforms"23 'lhicb. were initiated by the Prench 
administration. 
Illyrism was the true Slavic union opposed to the preceding 
J.ustrian administration. The ideas ot Illyrism spread quickly and 
becane the mdel for the mw generation o:t Pan Slavists within the 
empire. In 1833-34• LJudevit G&J (1809~1872), the great enthusiast 
of the Illyrian Idea succeeded in founding tm llatislta Ilirsk:a 
( Illyrian Book Potmiation) .24 In 1837,25 eleven years before the 
official birth of Pan Slavism, tbe advocates ot the Illyrian idea 
within the empire opellly began to promote the Pan slavic concepts ot 
Slavonic unity. The importance of Illyrism is primarily in the 
22. Ibide, P• 245. 
23• Robert J.. K&mL, (.sm,. ill•) , PP• 241-24-5. 
24. Ibid., P• 247. 
25. Ibid. 
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political implications and undertonu at the movement. ETen though 
the lllyria.n. Idea •s con:ti:aed to the South Slavs in particular, it 
had :tar-reaching ram1:tioat1 ona throughout the empire. The Illyrian 
movement laid a sound and concrete political :toundation :tor the Pan 
Slavic movement in 1848 whiCh embraced all the Slavs within the 
empire. Kore important, Napoleon's Illyria helped to expeJJd the newly 
acquired rights and :treedoma o:t mank1Dl to the Slavs. Ljudevit Ga.1 
and his enthusiastic followers helped to pass on these ideas to the 
Slavs within the empire. 
Despite tht more or less random development o:t the Slavonic 
spirit, the ideas o:t Slavonic un1 ty and the need :tor a Slavonic 
solidarity were established ana formulated among the Slavs be:tore the 
ideas o:t the eighteenth century Gernan romanticists began to seep 
through to tm Slt.vonian intelligentsia within the empire. Perhaps, 
it can be statest that the Germ!l.n romanticists inspired the Pan Slavists 
am added a "cultured" quality to the Pan Slavic theories o:t Slavonic 
unity aDi Slavonic solidarity. Johann Gottfried von Herder (1744-1803)26 
was, perhaps, one o:t the greatest inspirations to Pan Slavic thought. 
The importance o:t Herder resided in the :tact that he spoke :tar the 
rights o:t the Slavs ant their :tuture poaaibilitiea.27 UsiDg the 
26. Hans Kohn, Pan Slaviam, (.Q2.cit.), p. 1. 
27. lill·· p. 2. 
universal concept ot "Slav" in his theories which expostulated the 
spiritual wealth of laJJgUage, history and trad1tion1 he indirectly 
helped to lay the rather "vague" mood of Slavism in general.28 More 
important, his metaphysical &tid ID)ral concepts coincided with the 
ancient religious tradition ot the Slavs. Onoe again he added tha 
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"cultured" tone to the steps hitherto taken by the Slavonic enthusiasts 
for the humanitarian and cultural unity of Slavdom. Perhaps the most 
important contribution that Herder made to Pan Slavism was his indirect 
bttt obvious ideas on the need tor unity. How else could the Slavs 
fulfill treir 11desti~" for manld.m am contribute to lilankind in 
29 general? 
The need tar Slavollic unity and solidarity became more apparent 
after the Revolution ot 1848. The Slavs were politically weak. Histar;v 
reveals tla. t the majority ot the Non-Russian Slavs have been almost 
completely under the domiDB.ti on of foreign rule from the ninth century 
up until the end of World War I. Herein lies tls question ot the re-
markSble survival ot nationalistic spirit in centuries of sqppression. 
Now tha;t we have made a historical survey ot the meaning of tb8 
authentic and original Pan SlaTism, let us consider Slavism as it 
at teet s Slavdom. 
28. Hans Kohll, The Idea ot llationaliam, J. StW ot Its Origins a.m. 
Background, (llew York, The Jlaomilian Co., 1944), pp. 430-437. 
29. 11?..!!•, PP• 430-437 • 
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Slaviam 
The Basis of Slaviam 
The basis of Slaviam is foiUld in geographical Slavdom and the 
SlavoDio her! tage. What is meant by Slavdom am the SlavoDio heritaget 
Slavdom is generally olasaitied. into three gemral regions: the Eastern, 
the Western am the Southern Slav regions.30 Tm Eastern Slavs include 
tl:8 Great Russians, the Ukrainians (Little Russiam or Ruthenians), am 
tba White Runians (Byelo Russiana). The Western Slavs include tll8 
~olea• tba Czechs am the Slovaks. The Southern Slavs include the 
Slovenes, the Croats, the Serbs and the Bulgars. Slavdom is not only 
divided into various geographical regions; it is also made up of mn!ti-
Slavic nationalities. Today, Just as in the p&st, Siavdom literally 
is t:t:e expanse ot these various peoples. 
The various Slavic peoples claim a conmon Slavic heritage. The 
validity of their claim is based on historical evidence 8Jld legend. 
Geographically, the Slavs had a comnon origin. The original home of 
tl:8 Slavic tribes is traced to the area of the carpathian Mountains,31 
30. This material is taken from a treatise written by Hans Kohn and 
entitled: "!be Slavic World. J. Survey of Its History am Civil-
ization." 1956. 
31. Dr-.gotin Loncar- .Anthony J. Klanca;, !he SloveD&s: A. Social 
Histcry, (Clevela:ada American Jugoslav Printing and Publishing 
Co., 1939), P• 1. 
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present day Poland ani Gal1cia.32 The Slavs, even in earliest tiDes, 
had another strikiDg characteristic Which distiDguiehed the Slav from 
the otl~r -.raudiDg tribes. The Slave displayed a peculiar conmunal 
pattern of living which ia known as the "zadruga." LillgUi.stic atudiea 
of the various languages of the Slavic people Who Dl8ke up Slavdom show 
tb&t the Slav languages are a group of a "family of Indo-European 
l&llgUage s • n33 
Christianity CB.JJe to tm Slavs in the ninth century through the 
efforts ot tbe two Slavonic Apostles (The ~essaloJ:iian Brothers) ,34 
Sts. Cyril (827-869) and ~thodius (d. 885). Oue author stated that 
t:tere is evidence ot the m1ssiomry activity ot these .Apostles as 
tar east as the Crimean and !mutorokaD35 While another stated that 
their intluenoe extended as tar south as the various Yugo Slavs.36 
The historian, Erwin J. th"ch, wrote that history generally describes 
the Slavs aa the "peaceable Christian sUbJects ot the Eastern em-
perors". 3'1 
32. Kenneth s. Patton, Kingdom ot Serbs, Croats am Slovenes--,A 
CODIIleJ'cial anl IDdustrial H&ndbo91t, (Trade Promotion Series, 
No, 61. Washington, D.c., u.s. GovertJment Printing ottice, 
1928), P• 1, 
33, Hans KohD, "!he Slavic World," (.2Jl• cit.), p. 1. 
34, Dragotin Loncar - .l.ntho~ J. Klancar, (..sm. cit.), P• 7. 
35, Walther Kirchner, History of ·Ruseia, (College Series No. 66, 
New York: Barnes am Noble, 1955), P• 7 • 
36. Prank Sodnikar, Tba Yugoslav Arts, (Clevelam, 1933), p. 1. 
37. Erwin J. th"ch, Scaling the Centuries, (llew York and London: 
D. C, Baath Co,, 1939), P• 258, 
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The Slovene, Frank Sodnikar, Who made a historical study of' the 
early art of' yugoslavia in his book, :nhe Yugoslav J.rts, stated that the 
t1rst contributions to the rise of a Slavonic civilization and culture 
were mde by Sts. Cyril aDl Jlethodius in the ninth century. He also 
stated that tb9se two men gave tl& Slavs their f'irat written alphabet 
(Cyrillic aDi Latin Slavic), a common liturgical language (Old Slavonic) 
am. a oonmon universal f'&ith (Christianity) .38 Perhaps it oan be con• 
cluded f'rom lllat these various writers maintain that there is a valid 
claim to Slavic af'tinity based on a Slavonic heritage, tradition aDd 
legend. 
The growth am development of' Slavonic civilization as influenced 
by these Apostles were modified by social au! political factors of' 
their early enviroii!D8nt, These circumstames gave rise to dif'f'erenoes 
am ditf'ia.ulties amoDg the various peoples of' the Slav world. Two things 
in particular, religion and politics, have occaaiol18d the Slavonic con-
flict. If tradition is accUl"ate tlsn the early rise of' a dual Slavonic 
civilization ani culture was made by the two Slavonic A,postles themselves 
wban tha7 gave the Slavs both the Latin (Glagolj1ca) 39 &Di the Cyrillic 
alphabets. As the Gernan tribes began to absorb the JJSighbori:og Slavs 
in the German domain these Christianized Slavs ca:ae under the influence 
38. Prank Sodnikar, op. cit., p. 2 • 
39. .!lU:!· 
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of the German clergy and the Church of Rome. The division of the 
empire of Constantine's day lead to the development o:t a rival center 
of civilisaticn aDl culture at Constantinople. ~hoae Slavs oa.tside of 
the ini'ltBnce of tm Church of Rome usually came u:ader the Jurisdietion 
of the patriarchs at Constantinople. 
In the eleventh century, the Church schism opened a rsw era in 
Slavonic relations. The object of antagonism involved the very founda-
tion of these individual and independently developed civilisations. The 
conflict of the Church of Rome and the Greek Orthodox Church resulted 
in a legacy of conflict among the Slavs. £!so, the religious problem 
became a factor in political opportunism in the succeeding centuries. 
Religio-political patterns created enmdty between the Poles and the 
Russians, the Serbs and the Bulgars, the Serbs aDl the Croats, the 
Czechs ani the Slovaks, the Czechs a.Dl the Poles, the Ukrainians and 
the Great Russians, the Slovenes ani tm Croats. 40 
The Essence o:t Slavism 
J.s we have seen, Slavism appeau-s to be based primi\rily on the tm ory 
of a coiDJlon Slavic character am tradition. By virtue o:t the claim o:t a 
common racial and geographical origin and an original civilization tm 
40. Hans Xohn, "'!he Slavic World." Jm• .2!,t., P• 5. 
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Slavs consider themselves one f'amily. Kollar sings to the "Mother 
Slava"4.1 in, his verse, Slap Dcera, the Kotler Who conceived the f'irst 
Slavic offsprings. 
The esse:nce of' SlaVism seems to be the endeavor to recognize the 
unity of' Slavdom as a whole aDi the individual character of' Slavonic 
nationalities as well. GUDdulic expressed this idea in his "Canto 
VIII..4.2 wmn he envisiohed the "all prevailing Slavic State" which 
"spreads trom North to South." Kollar claimed the literary and cul-
tural solidarity of' tls Slavs on the tbeory tmt the Slavs made up 
"one Slavic nation" aDd "one Slavic language."4.3 The f'wulamental idea 
~ Slavism is perhaps expressed most fluently by the Slovene, FranJe 
Levstik ( 1831-1887) , When he spoke of' the conmon Slavic origin and 
heritage aDi how it pertained to the South Slav brothers~ It has 
universal application. 
"'!he Slovenes and Croatian dialects may be 
compared to two rivers flowing side by side in 
dif'f'erent channels. For this very reason it is 
our opinion that it is not necessary to dig other 
chamlels into which one of' the channels may be 
completely drained, the water from it f'lowiz:g 
into adJacent channels. We must dig according 
41. Mme. Blodie L, M!Jatovich, Jm• ,2!1.., P• 6. am 
Hans Kohn, Pan Slaviam, ~· .ill,., p. 15. 
4.2. Milovoy s. Stanoyevitch, Jm• ili•, P• 52. 
4.3. Hans Kolm, ..22• ill•, p. 23. 
to the nature of the water itself which con-
tinaally changes its course. We should take 
care tm.t both tm channels flow slowly into 
one cham:J8l again, so that, as in the beginning 
they will have bat om sou.roe."44 
The early Pan Slavists tried to reestablish the roots of 
Slavism by trying to excavate the corrmon Slavonic civilization. 
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Unity on tbe basis of a conmon literary am a conmon cultural pattern 
was a fatile attempt since the Slavs had taken various "channels" of 
growth as Levstik explained it. 
Kollar was grieved. and embittered by the thought that one half 
million Slavs had. to sllffer defeat am humiliation "at the ha:a:ls of 
the Ge:rmans."45 In 1848, J'rantisek Palacky (1798•1867) felt that 
union of the Slavs was :necessary ,a a resistance against the Slavic 
neighbors, Geruau• and llagyars. 46 Karel Kramar ( 1860-1937) , the 
father of the Neo-slavi8D1 of the late nineteenth century, expressed. 
the need. for Slavio solidarity and unity as an "iron necessity .. 
against a daDger "co:amon" to all Slavs.47 Kramar also was conscious 
of the ad. vantages mich Slavd.cm would reap if the Slavs would "join 
44. Dragotin Loncar - A:a.thOIJ1' J. Klanoar, Jm• ill_., P• 59. 
45. Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, Jm• cit., P• 15. 
46 • ..!2!A•t PP• 65-69. 
47 • ~·, PP• 192-193. 
Together tor cultural am economic work. ••48 These ideas nake up the 
fundamental ba,sis of the authentic Pan Slavism am, as we have seen, 
these Pan Slavic concepts erlsted long before the initial recorded 
birth ot the Pan Slavic program in 184e.49 
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The multi-national character of Slavdom necessitated a federated 
Pan Slavic program vll.ich would unify and solidity Slavdom a.s a whole 
against those forces ?lhich would tend to denationalize the coDI!lon 
Slavic character; protect the individual nationalistic independence 
of the numerous Slavic mt1onalities; aJJd help to foster aDd cultivate 
the differences in the individual national cultures of the various 
Slavic peoples. The develoPIEtnt and espansion of the Slavonic civili-
zation would thereby grow by ita very natm-e. The cherisbed value and 
dignity that tba Slavs attribute to individuality from early time is 
expressed rather well by Kollar. "'Bach dialect should draw new 
vitality from its contact with the otmr, for its own rejuvenation 
and enrichment without infringing on the others, nor allowing itself 
to be infringed upon. tn50 Xl"a.mar spealta of the "Eq:aality and fraternal 
solidarity of all branches" of the Slavs.5l Herein, however, lies the 
48. Bans Kohn, Pan Slavism, .212.• cit., PP• 192-193. 
49. Ibid., P• 63. 
50. Hans Kohn, ~amanticism and Realism," Review of Politics, 
Jant:ary, 1952, PP• 25-46, 
51. Hans Kohn, Pan Slav ism, .2:2• .ill•, P• 193. 
proble m of the Pan Slavi sm which Pan ~lavists ha ve been trying to 
s olve for centuries. Vlho or what is to be "that" which will be the 
"First Mover," the " :MOther Slava" who or whi ch will be strong enough, 
powerful enough, patient enough and benevolent enough to orgn.nize, 
lead., protect and safeguard the individual concepts a s well as the 
universal scope of the theory of Pan Slavi sm? 
The words of Pa l a cky gave insight into the type of problems 
f aced by the Pan Slav Movement in 1848. 
" ••• You know tha t in Southeast Europe, along the 
frontiers of the Russian Empire--there live many 
n:at ions widely ~l.ifferent in orig in, langua..ge, history 
. and hahits-- Slavs, Rumanians, Jvli:l.gyars and Germans not 
to speak of the Greeks, Turks and Albanians--none of 
t hese is strong enough by itself to be able to re s i st 
succe ssfu2ly for all time the superior neighbors to 
the East; they cou~d do it onl~r if a elose and firm 
tie bound them together.'i52 
But what would be this tie? Who would supply the string to bind 
the Slavs together? Some Pan Slavists like the Catholic priest, 
Fr. Krizanic, and the Cathol i c bishop, Josip Juraj Strossmayer 
( 1815-1905), felt that the ans·wer was i n the reunion of the Churche s 
under Rome. 53 The Slavonian fathers at the time of the official birth 
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of the Pan Slavic Movement (1848) felt that the answer was in a program 
54 
of the type which would be pro-Austria Hungary. Here is where Russia comes 
52. Ibid., p. 67. 
53. Ibid., p. 51. 
54 . Dr. Josip Th~l , Z~odovina Slovenskega Naroda, Najmovejsa Doba , 
(Celu, Jugo slavia, Izdala in zlozila Druzba Sv. Mohorja, 1928), 
pp. 834- 840. 
into the picture of the Pan Slavic concepts. Fr. Krizanic, it will 
be remembered, travelled to Russia in the seventeenth century in 
order to convince the Tsar t~t ~ 't\Ould be the "First Mover.n55 
Kollar romantically conceived Russia to be t~ "llotbar Slava." 
Ljudevit Stur (1815-1856) felt tlBt "Ruasia--•is t~ prime mover am 




Evidence proves tmt Russia bas capitalized on its Slavic 
tradition and the romantic longings of the original Pan Slavists Who 
have looked toward Russia as the ''First Mover." What is the histor-
ical Slavic tradition of Russia? Tlls Great Russians can trace their 
background to the oomnon Slavic origin and conmon Slavic heritage. 
Their comnon geographical origin traces back to the ooumon Slavic 
site, the Carpathian Mountain region. In the ninth century, history 
records these Great Russian Slavic tribes in unity with the Ukrain-
ians in the principalities of Kiev and Novograd, organized under the 
leadership of Vikings UDder Rurik. 57 Christianity am the f'ruits of 
55. Hans Kohn, Jm• ~., p. 4. 
56. Hans Kohn, Review of Politics, .Q:£• ill•, PP• 25-46. 
57. Hans Kohn, "The Slavic World." Jm.• ill·, P• 1. 
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tb:l Slavonic .Apostles, Sts. Cyril and Methodius, penetrated to these 
Russians in the tenth centur7 ( 988) after the Christian conversion ot 
their ruler and leader, Vladimir I.5e History records these Great 
Russians in and around the area of Moscow in the twelfth centurJ" 
(114?) .59 
!~!he Great Russians, who ware supposedly the "most nUl'Il8rous" branch 
of the Slavonic peoples, are acclaimd to have been the creators of the 
present gigantic state of the union of Soviet Socialist Republics--
Russia. 60 The tradition of · the Great Russians makes them an exception 
to tm coiiiilon concept ion Of the "Complacent ani peaceable" existence ot 
the Slavic tribes. The first Russian expansionist drive occurred in 
the fifteenth cemury. By tl:e eighteenth century, Russia occupied a 
"pivotal" position in European affairs. 6l The height of the expansion 
program occurred in the eighteenth am the nineteenth centuries w~n 
the Great Russians under tle leadership of first Peter the Great and 
then Catherine the Great continued to spread. The Russian drives were 
toward the Baltic, Central Europe, the Balkans, the Dard•nelles, the 
Caucasus, Persia, Turkmanestan and the Far East.62 From an early time, 
58. Walther Kirchner, .sm,. cit., p. lo. 
59. Hans Kohn, .2.:2• cit., P• 1. 
60. G. Etzel Pearcy, •ussell H. Fifield, et. al., World Political 
Geograph.v, (New York: Thomas Y. Cromwell Co., 1954), P• 85. 
61. Ibid., P• 83. 
62. ~ •• pp. 83-86. 
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Russia established her position in search of mw resources am D&tural 
wealth in order to enhance her position. 
Today What is known as Russia includes sixteen Soviet republics 
Which occupy 8,349,225 square miles,63 T~ Russian territory extends 
' . 
from Eastern Europe, from the Barents and the White Seas on tbe North, 
to tm Black Sea and tl':e Caspian Sea to tb9 South; ani then to the 
East, to the BeriDg Straits ani the Pacific Ocean,64 There are 18965 
nationalities in the u,s.s,R. today mioh ma.k8 a population total ot 
approximately 202 1 467 1 877 people.66 Ot these totals, 58.41% are Great 
63. ,nu., p. 68, These republics include 1 
MaJor Political units ot the u.s.s.R, 
(Areas am estimated population as of mid-1941) 






















































64. The Volume Library, Educators Association, New York: 1954, P• 575. 
65, ~·• P• 575. 
66. G. Etzel Pearcy, et. al,, ..QJ2• ill•• P• 68, of. chart. 
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Russians; 16.56% are Ukrainians and 3.11% are White (Byelo) Rnssians.67 
. . . 
Out of the 189 nationalities whioh make 11p Russia today, the people who 
oan claim a common Slavic origin and a common Slavic heritage make 11p 
approximately 78.08% ot the entire population of the U.s.s.R. 
Slavic or Bnssian 
Is Russia Buasian and/or Slavic? Evidenoe show that R11ssia has 
used am capitalized on Slaviam in the development of Russian national-
iiiDle The Slavophiles am the post-Slavophiles from Danilevsley am 
Datoevsq to Stalin were primarily Great Russian mtionalista. .Ul 
were Great Russians first, than Slavs. Yet all these nationalists 
seemed to exploit Slavism am Slavonic tradition tor the sake of 
Russia. Alexey Stepanovich Kh~ov (1804-1860) made use ot Slaviam 
in his 'Providential theorT- of the Russian (Slavic) world destiny.68 
~a Mikhail Nikotorovich Katkov (1818-1887) pondered over the tuture 
leadership of Russia, he telt that " ••• it is worthy of Russia and her 
69 greatmss am we are firmly convinced tl'Bt Russia will fulfill it J' 
67. Ibid., P• 81. 
68. Hans Kohn, Pan Slaviam, .2:2• cit., P• 132. 
69. Ibid., P• 143. 
Fyodor Mlkhailovich Doestoevsky (1821-1881) spoke of the Russian 
race when he reJected Danilevsky's idea that Russia should share 
Constantinople on equal terms with otbar Slavs. 70 
" ••• How could Russia share on an equal basis 
when she was in every respect so unequal to 
the other Slave--to every Slav peo~le separately 
and even in all of them combinedl" 1 
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When Stalin addressed the Soviet Assembly on November 6, 1941, he 
spoke first of Russia then of the Slavonic peoples.72 At the second 
Pan Slav meeting in Moscow on April 4-5, 1942, D. Shostakovich stated 
that he was proud to be a Russian and boasted about his being a Slav.73 
Nineteenth century Russia vas a confused mass of diverse and 
divided classes of people. At the same time Russia suspected that 
Europe was looking down at her primitiveness. The essential universal 
principles of human rights, the totmd&tion of ratio:aal philosoph1, the 
Christian heritage, and the methods ot science and technology were 
developed historically in Western Europe. These values were implanted 
in Russia trom the seeds ot Western European culture am civilization. 
Aft~ the "open window policy" of the "Westernization Movement" ot 
70. Ibid., P• 169. 
71. Ibid. 
72. ~bert Mousset, World of the Slave, (New Yorks Frederick A. 
Praeger Inc., 1950), P• 70. 
73. Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, .9.:2• cit., P• 232. 
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Peter the Great, Russia seemed to be torn between the desire to imitate 
Europe and the desire to assert her own national character. The Russian 
intelligentsia became absorbed in Herder and the German romanticists in 
preference to Descartes, Locke, Hwne and Kant. "Russian mtionalists 
used concepts borrowe~ from Europe to idealize and mobilize everythi~ 
Russian against Europe.n74 
!he TeDtions of Russia produced, in the niDeteenth centUZ7, a 
generation of natio:aalists. These nationa:Usts were dete:rmined that a 
way shOuld be found to raise the power am prestige of Russia, so that 
in the eyes of t~ world, Russia would becoue equal, or better yet, 
superior to (Western) Europe. In order to raise the prestige of Russia, 
these chauvinists drew trom the Slavonic heritage. In order to ellhance 
the power of Russia, they evolved three distinct natioDalistic-i~ial• 
istio programs. The first program was formul.&ted by a. grou,p of religious 
fanatics who called tl:emselves the "Slavophiles." The fruits of the 
post-Slavophile era (period of Danilevsky am Doestoevslcy) reside in 
the "cyclic" theory of Nikolai Yakovlevich Danilevsky (1822-1885). 75 
Russian nationalism coupled with the principles of communism and 
communistic imperialism produced the third period of Russia's atte~ 
74. Hans Kohn, Prophets and People,{New York: The Macmillan Co., 
1946), P• 139. 
75. Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, ..QP.• cit., P• 153. 
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to fulfill her "mission"--her dreams of world supremacy. 
"Holy Russia," The Idea of the Slavophiles 
This program as formulated by the Slavophiles was ch.imed to be 
holy because of the religious legacy of Christian Orthoctoxy: God gave 
to Russia a special blessed desti~r, "Providence has marked out our 
time to become a decisive era in the destiey of the world,"76 "God has 
ordered Russia to repent of her sins ~nd iniquities in order to become 
worthy of being God's chosen people, ailed by God to carry arms across 
. 77 
the Danube in defense of brotherly peoples," "God has not given us 
the task to conquer far off land, however precious they may be' to our 
religious feelinf's, but He imposes upon us the task of savir.g brothers, 
who are blood of our hlood and heart of our hea~et,n78 "Fight for thy 
brothers with strone armed might, uphold the banner of God with a st!"ong 
ht>.nd, strike wi th the sword--it is God's swo!"d,n79 "God orde¥_s mankind 
to !Ilfl,rch on, nBC Tv-10 specific concepts were formulated by this Sla.vo-
phile school of RussiRn nationalistic thought, namely, "Chosenness" 
and "Mission, " 
76, Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, .2.12.• cit, , p, 132 • 
77. Ibid,, p. 131. 
78, Ibid., p. 131. 
79. Ibid, 
80, Ibid, ' p. 132. 
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Post Slavophile Ira 
The two concepts, Chosenness ana Mission, became more realistic 
when they were Russianized and "de-religionized." In other words, 
God gave His legacy to Russia. Russia was now t:te "anointed one" Who 
was to get busy and create a concrete and realistic pattern to carry 
out God's will ot t~ universe. The interrelated Christian concept a 
and the religious character of tlB post-slavophile period is perceived 
in the poem, Two Nations, written in 1870 by Ive.novich Tyutche.v (1803-
1875). 
.flr2 Nations 
"From a CtlP overflowiDg with the wrath of God. 
Blood pours o'er the land and the Weat drowns 
in it--
Blood drenches you, too, on our friends and brothersJ 
Slavonic world, ahut tighter still& 
'union'--the oracle of our de~ proclaimed, 
'Is to be welded by iron alld blood.' 
But we shall try to torge it ou.t of love--
J.nd then we shall see Which union will endure 
longer." 81 
Danilevsky formulated the concrete purpose and the concrete 
plan tor the Rusaia;n "W.ssion." He lamented that despite the tact 
tlat Russia fought for Europe in 1799, in 1805, in 1807 am then in 
81. Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, .QR.• cit., P• 145. 
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and then in 1813, am despite the fact that she was neither an 
aggressive power nor hostile to liberty,~urope does not recognize 
us as one of' its own kind •• ,n82 In his book, Russia and Europe, 
Danilevsky formulated a comprehensive theory of Russian imperialism. 
Danilevalty's ''cyclic" theory was an interpretation of the process of' 
history which was baaed on the theory of' a successive cultural• 
historical pattern.s3 In other words, Russia's ascension would come 
as a process of historical succession. More important, Danilevsky 
outlined the Russian nationalistic-imperialistic designs of' Russia. 
He outlined the future empire of' Russia. In so doing, Danilevslty 
also exposed Russia's nationalistic and. ~erialistie ambitions. 
The Russian Empire of' Danilevsky consisted of' "the Russian Empire 
in its frontiers of' 1869 (that means inclUding Poland) with the 
addition of' Austrian Galicia and northern BUkovina and of Hungarian 
carpatho-Ukraine; the kingdom of Bohemia, Moravia and Slovakia; the 
kingdom of' the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes Which would imlude also 
.Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina and northern Albania from Turkey, the 
Voivodi:na and the Bamt from Hungary, Dalmtia, Istria, Trieste, Gorz 
82. ~., P• 153. 
83. .n!A•, PP• 152-153• 
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am Gradisoa, Carniola, two thirds of' Carinthia and one f'if'th of 
Styria from .l.ustria; the kingdom of' :Bulgaria with the greater part 
of' Macedonia; the kiDgdom of Ruman1a with parts of' Austrian :Bukovina 
and half' of' Hungarian Transylvania; the ki:agdom of' Greece with 
Thessaly, Epirus, southwest Macedonia; Crete, Bhodea, Cyprus and the 
Anatolian coast of' the Aegean Sea; the kingdom of' Hungary Shorn of 
' 
these part• Which were ceded to Russia, :Bohemia, Serbia and R'llll8n1a; 
and finally Constantinople and its environment."84 
In the desire to see the Russian supremacy over Europe, the post-
Slavophile nationalists worked untiringly f'or the Russian ascendancy 
in power and prestige. General Radisl&v Andreyevich Fad&yev {1826-
1884) verified the post-Blavophile "European complex" in an article 
which he wrote in 1867. "Whatever we do--we shall never destroy 
Europe's tear of' us--tor the simple reason we .are growing more powerful 
84. Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, Jm• cit., PP• 159-160. 
85. llli;., PP• 147-148. 
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CH.AP!ER TWO 
THE TWEI~IETH CEN.rURY RUSSIAN PROGIW4: 
Introduction 
The third Russian program or nationalistic-imperialism came in 
the twentieth century, at the time or World War II. . This program can 
r~htly be called the "Great Reformation " of the Russian nationalistic-
imperialistic theory. It was an outgrowth of the religious concepts 
ot the slavophilea am the Russian religio-JZBterialism of the later 
post-Slavophiles. However, the twentieth centur.y program seems to 
tollow the same pattern or theme as the other two programs. The 
old concepts or religion and history have been tirst, more Ruasian-
ized, and second, more modernized to tit the times, in order to 
enhance the power and prestige of Russia; and in order to show to 
the world that Russia is supreme over the decaying Europe. 
In order to rationalize the Russian objectives, the Marxists 
substituted a broader humanism (naturalistic humanism) tor the 
orthodoxy of the old creed. This new creed made Moscow the center 
ot humanity. It meant that lloscow was the new cultural sun:mit in 
contrast to the decayed Constantinople, and the soon-to-be decayed 
West (Rome). "Naturally our literature Which reflects a system 
much higher than any bourgeois culture, bas tlB right to teach others 
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a new universal morality. Where can you find such a people or such 
a country as ours?", questioned Andrei .Uexa.ndrovich Zhdanov in an 
article Which appeared in Pravda, on September 21, 1946.1 On June 27, 
1947, Pravda announced the official move Of the center of artistic 
culture to MOscow. WWe may say that the center of artistic culture 
of the world has moved to Moscow. From here mankind received the art 
of the most advanced thought of great feelings of higher morality and 
noteworthy artistry. This highest culture on earth had found its 
instrument in the Russian language. Therefore, the future belongs to 
the Russian language as the language of socialism."2 "The democratic 
peoples are learning the Russian lal'lguage, the world language of inter-
nationalism. Could not the Slav peoples of the West be expected gladly 
to accept the Russian culture and the Russian language akin to them 
by blood and tradition am at the same time the most advanced on 
earth?", was a question posed in the Moskoveky Komsomolete on arch 6, 
1945.3 What or Who was there to disclaim the Russian thesis that 
nussia is GOd, or better yet, that God is Russia! 
The historical concepts of the "hope" tor the Russian supremacy 
of Europe were mOdernized and internationalized by the two outstanding 




Russian nationalists of· the twentieth century, Lenin and Stalin. 
Dan!lev&ky's "cyclic" interpretation of history was transposed and 
coupled with Marx's theory of dialectical materialism. The end result 
was the formulation of wba.t seems to be an economic-cultural-h1stor1oal 
theory of histocy and historical succession. First Lenin, and then 
stalin, formulated and outlined the basic principles of power for the 
twentieth century program of Russian nationalistic-communistic-
imperialism. "May all the spiritual forces, all the intellectuals of 
the glorious family of Slavonic nations freely fulfill the great 
mission entrusted to them by history," proclaimed D. Shostakovich 
at the secolld Pan Slavic CoDgress which was held in Moscow in April, 
1942.4 "The role of the Slav peoples in the formation of European 
Humanism has not yet been appreciated at its true valu.e."5 "What 
would have happened if this state of workers and peasants with Stalin, 
the man of genius, at its head had not existed?", queried Tito in 
1946.6 The •man of genius''• the one Who helped to formulate the 
twentieth century program of power for Russia, humbly ezpressed the 
Russian intentions on November 6, 1941. 
4. Hans Kohn, Pan Slavism, ..!m•ill•• P• 232. 
5. Stated by A. Tolstoi. See: Hans Kohn, .QE• cit., P• 232. 
&. Hans Kohn, .2Jl.• cit., p. 236. 
"'••••We have no intentions of conquering 
foreign territories or of annexing other 
nations. Nor do we intend to impose our will and 
our regime on the Slavonic peoples, or on the 
other oppressed nations of Europe who are waiting 
for our aid. '"7 
Russian expansion was explainable in the mtural course of nature, 
and history, and the will of God (Russia?). 
Slavism as the Basis of Russian Prestige 
Slavism am the Slavic heritage have been adopted into all 
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the three Russian programs of :aationalistic imperialism. Why do the 
Russians draw upon the slavic heritage when, in reality, they wish to 
aggrandize the prestige of the Great ~ussian" character and the 
"Qre&t Russian" heritage? Why has Slaviam been adopted into the 
Russian nationalistic-imperialistic, and later communistic programs? 
How can Russia benefit through Slavism and the emphasis on the Slavic 
character and the Slavic heritage? 
Edward Benes saw that eTen though Russia talks in terms of Slav-
ism, she thinks in terms of Russianism. "The role of Russia and of the 
Russian people is much more vast; the evolution of the world smmnons 
Russia to a more important misaion,--all Slavism--and all Slav 
7. Stated by J. Stalin. Sees Albert Mousset, ..QJ2.• ill•, pp. 70-71. 
solidarity which, whether directly or by their consequences would 
prove to be purely and simply RUssianism or Bussophilia ••• "e 
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It must be remembered that the Great Russians are the exception 
to the established character of the Slavs. Historical tradition has 
usually depicted the Slav as the complacent tiller and cultivator of 
the soil which he loved so dearly. The Slav is thought of as the 
romantic who draws upon his deepest spiritual and heart-felt being and 
pours out these inner feelings in so~~g, verse and dance. The long-
established tradition of the "oppressed" and "dominated" Slav has 
naturally mede the Slavs the lovers of freedom and the lovers of 
liberty. "The Slav peoples, hard working, lovers of liberty, peace 
and culture, had as their neighbors on the East nomadic empires which 
always cherished the utopian designs ot world conquest, and in the 
West mediaeval emperors whose imposing cavalcades were equally vain.n9 
Even though J.. Tolstoi bad a Russian remedy tor the Slavic problems, 
his ideas of the situation ot the slav are valid. Bduoard Benes 
expressed the Slavic desires for liberty and freedom when he envisioned 
a democratic solidarity ot the Slavs. 
8. J.lbert Mousset, .Q:e.• oit., P• 47. 
9. Ha.ns Kohn, ..22• cit., P• 232. 
" ••• The new Slavic solidarity bas no 
desire to fall into the mysticism of the 
old. It accepts life and the world 
as they are, and takes as its essential 
basis the great victory won by -democracy 
during the European War and revolutions."lO 
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J.s Slavs, the Great Russians share in the commonly accepted theory of 
the Slavic character. Russian& nave always capitalized on the freedom 
loving, peace loving, liberty loving concepts adopted by the Slavic 
peoples. 
Slavism has also given the Russian nationalistic-imperialistic 
and later cOJJmunistic programs a purpose alld a mission. As the Great 
Russians, brothers of the Slavs, the Great Russians have by virtue of 
their blood (Slav) and conscience (Russian?) a great humanitarian 
mission to fulfill, namely, a duty for all mankind in general. They 
were destined by the very nature and course of history to liberate 
the oppressed brothers (--all, Slav and non-Slav) and to gather these 
oppressed brethren into the Great Russian fold (of which Slavdom is 
one and the same). 
The Russian nationalists needed a motive which would give reason 
and purpose to the Russian "Mission" in the twentieth century. The 
"motive" presented itself in the ~se of Fascism am Nadsm (German-
ism). "The fires of Warsaw and of' Belgrade are not extinct, from the 
to. libert Mousset, ~· ~., p. 47. 
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spark springs the flame; the wind of hatred fans these smoking ruins, 
in which are consumed German Fascism's dream of bloodthirsty domination 
over the Slavonic world--Slave, Ukrainians, Russians, White Russians, 
Poles, C~eehs, Slovenes, Serbs, Croats, Montenegrin&, Maoedonians, 
Bulgara, Slovaks, Ukrainians of sub-Carpathia, the time bas come to 
unite the CCilnmon struggle against German Fascism."ll Speaking before 
the Soviet Assembly on November 6, 1941, Stalin made a solemn pledge 
that he would bring "liberty" to the nations of ~stern Europe.nl2 
At the first Pan Slav Co:agress which was held in Moscow on 
August 10, 1941, A. Tolstoi called all the Slavs to unite so that 
"Each Slavonic Dation may be entitled as the other nations are to a 
tree peaceful existence--that the culture of our nations may flourish 
without restraint."13 At the Second Pan Slav Congress which was held 
in Moscow on April 4-5, 1942, Lt. General Gondorov opened the Congress 
with a call to a " ••• 'Holy War' agaill8t Fascism." Nicolas Tikhonov 
closed the CoiJgress with the summons, ''Oppressed brothers Slavs, 
forward for the nationa.l war, the war of l1bera.tion."l4 
11. Stated by A.; Tolstoi. See, Albert Mouaset, World of the Slavs, 
PP• 76-77. 
12. Albert Mousset, ~· cit., P• 70. 
13. Ibid., P• 76. 
14. Ibid., P• 77. 
The fruits of the adoption of Slavism (coupled with the creed 
of co~sm) into the Russian nationalistic-imperialistic program 
were finally reaped by the Russian nationalistic leaders in the 
twentieth century Russian Program. The post-World War II period 
initiated a new era in the expansion of the Russian empire. The 
dreams of Danilevsky were fulfilled as Slavdom fell under the cloak 
of the "Iron Curtain." 
The Twentieth Century Program and Pan Slaviam 
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Was the twentieth century nationalistic-imperialistic-communistic 
program ot Russia the 011tgrowth of and the realhation of the Pan 
Slavic programs as established by the Non~Russian Slavs? The objectives 
of Pan Slavism amo:ag the Non-Russian Slavs have always been solidarity 
and unity in order to safeguard the iDdividual nationalistic independence 
of the many nationalities which make up Slavdom. The Pan Slav idea ia 
projected on the eventual realization of a Slavio federation of . slavic 
equals. The Russian nationalistic-imperialistic-communistic program 
"adopted" Slavism for the purpose of Russian expediency. The Russian 
program was primarily directed in the attempt to "woo" the Non-Russian 
Slavs into the Russian fold in order to raise the prestige and the power 
of Russia. The Russian program aimed to convince the Non-Russian Slavs 
tba.t Russia was the "Leader," the "First Mover," the "Mother Slava" 
that the Non-Russian Slavs have been searching for in their hopes 
for the eventual democratic federation (Slavonic) of Slavic peoples. 
"We do not wish to impose our will upon the Slavic peoples,nl5 
proclaimed the benevolent and charitable Stalin. The Russian program 
was not proJected to "captivate" the Slavs. The Russian nationalistic-
imperlalistic-co:amunistic program was projected to redeem the Slavs 
and convert them to a naturalistic humanism, Russian communism. In 
the twentieth century, Moscow seemed to desire to reverse the mission-
ary pattern of the early Apostles Who endeavored to convert the Slavs 
from paganism to Christian! ty. After 1941, the Russian missionary 
attempt seemed to be the reconversion of the Slavs to pagan, irreligious 
conmunism. 
15, Albert Mousset, ..Q.l2.• ill•• P• 71. 
PART II 
THE SLOVENES AND 
THE! TWO IN1!.8RPRETA.T IONS OF PAN SLAVISM 
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CRAFTER ONE 
THE SLOVENE PEOPLE 
Introduction 
Latest figures show that there are approximately 2,020,000 
Slovenes in the world.1 These Slovenes claim as their home Slovenia, 
which is one of the smallest coiUltries in Europe. This coiUltry 
does not appear on the present-day maps as a :nation because it is 
not a sovereign state. In truth, Slovenia was never a sovereign 
nation. Despite this fact, Slovenia exists today as oDe of the 
federated republics of Tito•s Jugoslavia. MOre important, however, 
Slovenia erlsts in the hearts and minds of its people and this 
f'aot has been one of the most important and most potent elements in 
the sustemnce and live-being of Slovenia down through the ages. 
The boUllda.ries of Slovenia have undergone numerous changes. In 
the twelfth century ita Northern boundary extended from the Adriatic 
Sea and the plains of Northern Italy to the fields of Toplach 
(ToplaBko Polje) in the Tyrol, across the peaks of the High Tauren 
{Visoko Ture) in Northern Carinthia and through the provinces of 
1. .A.meriski DruzinSlti Koledar, "Koliko je Slovencev Doma in Drugod 
po Svetu," Leto, 1945, Vol. 31, P.P• 37-38. (Figures compiled in 
July, 1944 by ''Bazovica," Cairo, Egypt. ) 
Salzburg. Slovenian lands also extended into the provinces of Upper 
Austria where the Slovenes were settled as far North as the Danube 
River in the vicinity of the Traun river (Trava.na) and southeast to 
the Lake Balaton (Blaton jezero) in Hunga.ry. 2 Just before World 
War I, Slovenia was divided into the Austrian provinces of Styria 
(Stajersko), Carinthia (Korosko), Carniola (Kranjsko), Coastland 
(Primorsko) with the port of Trieste (Trst), Gradisoa (Gradisko) 
and Trunsmuria (Prekmursko) • 3 
The historical worth ot Slovenia has not been her size, but her 
location. Slovenia lies in eastern and southeastern Europe. She 
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found herself to be the neighbor of both the Germans and the Italians, 
in the path of the imperialistic forces of "Drang nach Osten" (the 
drive towards the East) and the "Bruecke zur Adria" (the bridge to 
the Jdriatic Sea), and Italia Irredentia. Thus from early times, 
Germanization and Italianization have been two of the greatest threats 
and dangers to the permane:aoe ot the Slovenian identity. Germanism 
aDd Italianism have grown to be two of the greatest fears of the 
Slovenes and also two of the greatest hatreds. 
2. Slovenslti Koledar, A,ve Maria, "The .Big Little Mistake," Leto, 1943, 
pp. 220-225. 
3. ~·• P• 220. 
Histon 
~he Slovene migration from the Carpathian Mo untains dates back 
to the sixth century when, in alliance with the Avars, the Slovenes 
migrated to the West and South. They eventually settled in the 
northermDost parts of present-day Jugoslavia. The Slovenes formed a 
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part ot the Ozecho-Slovene kingdom UDder samo (627-658) in the seventh 
century.4 The coalition lasted for some fifty years coming to an end 
after the death ot Samo. In order to resist the repeated domination 
by the Avars, the Slovene Duk8, Borat, 5 called upon the Bavarians tor 
help. The Bavarians were at this time subjects of the Eranks. Avoid-
ing the domination ot the A.vars, the Slovenes were forced to recognize 
tbe supremacy of the Bavarians, the Duchy ot Bavaria. Por a brief 
interlude dtriDg which time Charlemagne was mald.Dg his conquests over 
the territories inhabited by the Bavarians, Longobards and A.vars, the 
Slovenes formed a coalition with the Croats and Serbs under the leader-
ship of Ljudevit. Ljudevit was the Pannonian dUke who ruled over the 
territory ot the Drava and the Sava rivers. ~he Slovenes voluntarily 
submitted to the powerful hegemoiJY ot the Franks, however, in 748.6 
4. Kenneth s. Patton, Ki:cgdom ot Serbs, Croats saS Slovenes, P• 1. 
5. D. Loncar - A.. J. Klancar, The Slovenes: A Social History, P• 4. 
6. Kenneth s. Patton, ~· ill•, P• 1. 
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Under the empire of Charlemagne. the Slovene lands were divided 
into the German duchies of Bavaria and P'riuli. By the fourteenth 
century the Slovenes came under the control of the Hapsburg dynasty. 
They remained ullder the House of Hapsburg until the fall of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire at the close of World war I. By virtue of the 
Declaration of Corfu. which was signed in 1917. the Slovenes were 
united with the Serbs and Croats. Together they made up the monarchial 
republic. the Kingdom of Serbs• Croats and Slovenes. The name of the 
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes was officially changed to 
Jugoslavia in 1929. The 118me was changed by the decree of King 
Ale2ander when he initiated the new centralized and dictatorial state 
of Jugoslavia. 
Religion 
The UDderstanding s.Di identification of the Slovenes would not 
be complete without a brief study of the role of religion among the 
Slovene people • . Prom pagan times to Christianity, am up to the present 
day. religion has been interrelated with Slovene histor.y. This inter-
relationship of religion and Slovene historical development mdght 
somewhat explain the "mysticism" of the Slavs in gemral. and the 
Slovenes in particular. 
Prior to the ninth century when the Slovenes were converted to 
Christianity, their belief' was a worship of' nature. They had among 
the maey variations of' their worship of' mture, a belief' in one am 
real-true Supreme Being. The Supmne god and :rather of' all the 
various nature gods was "Svarog" or "Perun" (the Heavens).7 
While still pagans, the Slovenes believed that they possessed 
a soul. They believed that the soul left the body at death am that 
it lived on, either roaming the earth or existing in "paradise."8 
The acceptance of' the teachings of' Christianity was not difficult 
since ~ of' the pagan belief's were compatible w1 th the teachings 
of' Christianity. 
The f'irst successful conversion to Christianity was made among 
the Carantanian Slovenes in the eighth cent-ury through the efforts 
of two n.On-Slavic bishoprics: the Gernan Salzburg archbishopric in 
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the North (Bishop Virgil), abd the archbishopric of' Aquileia in the 
South {protectorate of' Paul II) • 9 The Pannonian Slovenes were taught 
Christianity by the Slavonic Apostles, Sts. Cyril and Methodius, at 
approximately the same time. 
7. Dr. James W. Mally, Slovenaki Koledar, 1943, ~eligious Beliefs of' 
the ~ient Slovenes," pp. 217-218. 
e. ~., p. 21e. 
9. D. Loncar - J..J. Klancar, Jm.• ill•• p. 6. 
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The Slovene language, which today uses the Latin alphabet, is one 
among the f'amily of' Slavic languages. In his book, The Slovenes: A 
Social History, Dragotin Loncar gave credit to Sts. Cyril and Methodius 
f'or the development of the Slovene language. These Apostles were 
depicted to be the instrumental f'actors in the formulation of' the 
written language of' Slovenian. The author seemed to base his oon-
elusions on the legend tb$t the two Apostles, Who worked hard to teach 
Christianity to the South Slavs, adapted the "Old Slavonic" to meet 
the needs of' the various South Slav tribes.10 
The growth and development of' the Slovene language followed the 
principles of' Christianization. The Glagoli thio was adopted by the 
German Clergy as the of'f'icial Slavonic liturgical language. Relics 
of' the original Glagol1th1o Which date to the years c. 1000 wel!e 
recently found in Praising, !avaria.11 The influential work of' the 
SlavoDic Apostles among the Pannonian Slovenes did not have f'rui tf'ul 
and lasting ef'f'ects due primarily to Svatoplak, the Slavic prince in 
Pannonia. When the Pannonian Slovenes came under the influence of 
the Germans (thereby uniting with the Oarantanian Slovenes), the 
10. lliA•, P• 7 • 
11. Robert Kann, Multinational Empire, PP• 294-295. 
Glagolithic was officially adopted as the Slavonic liturgical 
language of both the Carantanian and the Pannonian Slovenes.l2 
Civilisation 
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Two things in particular stand out as the most instrumental 
factors in the cultivation ot western civilization among the Slovenes: 
the influence of the Roman Catholic Church, am German domination. 
The close interrelationship of the Church and German supremacy have 
affected the historical and linguistic develo:J;>ment of the Slovene 
people. From the time of the Christianization ot the Slovenes and 
the domination of the Slovenes by the German princes and the German 
Clergy,l3 there has been a growing western imprint c.pon the cult:.tral, 
political, and social, as well as the religious, development of the 
Slovenes. 
This western development is readily perceived when it is con-
trasted with the develoPIESnt of the Eastern Orthodox brothers Who 
came under the influence of the Bysantine, the Eastern Orthodox: Church 
and the domination of the Turkish invaders. 
12. Frank Sodnikar, The Jugoslav Arts, p. 2. 
13. D. Loncar ... .A.. J. Klancar, Jm.• cit., p. 6. 
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Culture 
The cultural birth of the Slovenes was dae primarily to Sts. 
Cyril am Methodius. The early develop:Dent of Slovene calture was 
dependent upon the needs of the Church. History reveals that religion 
played the dominant role in the germination and expansion of the arts 
amoDg the Slovenes as well as other peoples because the Church needed 
to educate its religious to fulfill the role of teachers of the doc-
trines ot Christianity. In this respect the Church became the initial 
cultivator of the arts. Gradually the Clergy became the source of the 
development of architecture, painting, sculpture and music~ 
The liturgical Old Slavonic advanced by Sts. Cyril and MBthodius 
became the first 11 terary lallguage of the Slovenes. The first trans-
lations of the Bible appeared in both the Glagolithic and the Cyrillic.l4 
---Mter the domination of the German princes and Clergy, Glagolithic 
became the official lallgu.age of the C&rantanian branch of the Slovenes.l5 
Dragotin Loncar stated that While the German influence prevented the 
14. Prank Sodnikar, .2:12.. ill• , p. 1. 
15. Ibid., P• 2. 
growth ot a higher cultural development in a true Slavic among this 
branch, 16 the Pannonian Slovenes on the other hand received their 
tirst Christian cultural development in the "true Slavonic spirit" 
ot Sts. Cyril and Methodius.17 
The Slavonic cultural growth ot the Slovenes came to an abrupt 
halt when the two branches ot Slovene• were united. The Slavonic 
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cultural development ot the Care.ntanian am Pannoni!ll Slovenes remained 
dormant until the sixteenth century when a "spiritual movement" began 
to rise in Slovenia, one Which was tilled "with expression of the 
Slovenian peculiarities.n18 
The first real contributions to the development ot Slovene 
literat:.u-e were made at the time ot the period ot the Reformation. 
In 1584, Adam Bohornic collected and compiled material for the first 
Slovenian grammar. JuriJ Dalmatin made tre first translation ot the 
Bible in the Slovenian dialect.l9 Primoz Trubar, one of the most 
ta:natical supporters of the Retromation, made quite an impression on 
the literary developnent ot the period. Trubar, along with Dalmatin, 
Bohorn1c and Sebastjan Krelj helped to lay the foundation for the 
Slovenian educational system,20 
16. D. Loncar -A. J. Klance.r, Jm.• .ill.• , p. 6. 
17. Ibid., P• 7. 
18. Frank Sodnikar, .QE• cit., P• 4. 
19. D. Loncar -A. J. Klancar, .2:e.• ill•, P• 34. 
20. 
..!lU:A·' P• 36 • 
The Counter-Ref'ornation Which was promoted by the Church in 
defense against the Protestant movement which was sweeping into the · 
Slovene provinces began a new period in the relationship of' the 
Church to the growth and development of' Slovene culture. The native 
Slovenian dialect began to be used by the Church and the religious 
in order to expand a cultural and spiritual development among the 
peasantry .21 
The period of' the Enlightenment introduaed a new trend in the 
cultural development of' .the Slovenes. Cultural and literary develop-
ment to be interrelated with nationalistic spirit. Gradually nation-
alism was superimposed upon the arts. Nationalism became the central 
theme . of' cultural and literary development. 
Nationalism 
Slovene ethnic nationalism has its roots in history, language, 
culture and civilization. The outstanding peculiarity of ethnic 
nationalism among these people is that the Slovenes have been almost 
exclusively under the rule, sovereignty and supremacy of' foreign 
non-Slavic rulers. Slovenia achieved some political independence 
in the following periods: first, when it was in coalition with the 
Czecho-Slovene empire of Samo in the seventh century; second, when 
21. Frank Sodnikar, ~· .QU., P• 5. 
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it was in coalition with the Croats and Serbs under the leadership 
o~ Ljudevit in the eighth century; 22 third, when it was in ~ederation 
w1 th the Serbs and Croats in the Kingdom o~ the Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes; and then, when it became one of the republics of Tito's 
Yugoslavia at the end of World War II. 
The revival o~ Slovene nationalistic spirit was promoted largely 
through the work of Valentine Vodnik (1758-1819) •23 His strong love 
~or his homeland predominated in his poems Which were characterized 
by a rather aWitward am obscure style. His poetry was strong enough 
to survive the later national poets who adapted his nationalistic 
ideas in a concrete national literature. 
The laurels go to the greatest Slovene poet and literary 
nationalist, France Preseren (1800-1849), Who came a quarter of a 
century attar Vodn1k. 24 Preeeren created a genuine ,literary language 
Which bad a simplicity of manner capable of communicating the deepest 
and most complete human feelings to a peasant nation. Preseren wrote 
to "awaken" the people to their own dignity. Obsessed by a love ~or 
22. Kenneth s. Patton, ~· ~., P• 1. 
23. Frank Sodnika.r, Jm• cit., P• 5. 
24. ~., P• 6. 
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his nationality and his homeland, he poured out his passionate feelings 
for his home country which he feared was dying under the oppressing 
foreign civilization and the policy of Germanization within the Empire. 
He worked untiringly to establish an emotional bond between the people 
and the Slovene national heritage. He felt that the future of' Slovenia 
would be safeguarded only when the Slovene heart and mind became 
conscious of its own dignity.25 
At the same period of' time the ancient idea of a union of the 
South (Jugo) Slavs was rejuvenated through the effects of the growing 
nationalistic spirit that was sweeping through Europe, and the growing 
Slavonic spirit which was sweeping through the Empire. Preseren was 
at the height of his nationalism when the Illyrian movement, the cul-
tural union of the South Slavs, presented itself on the Slovene scene. 
Preseren refused to join the cultural union which he feared might ob-
literate the Slovene language.26 Today Preseren is credited with the 
survival of the literary Slovene language.27 
Despite the political obstacles presented by the Austrian absolutism, 
25. Am8riski Prusinski Koledar, "Pregled moderne Slovenske literature," 
~.cit., Josip Vidmar, pp. 41-59. 
26. ~., PP• 42-45. 
27. Frank Sodnikar, ~· ~., P• 6. 
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the growing rise of nationalism was not impeded. In the second half 
o:t the century, a new generation of Slovene patriots and scholars 
presented themselves: Fran Levstik (1831-1887), Josip Stitar, Josip 
Jurcio (1848-1881) and Ivan Tavcar (1851-1923).28 The end of the 
nineteenth century gave rise to two other literary nationalists who 
maintain a position of prominence in Slovene cultural and nationalistic 
development. Their importance is surpassed only by Preseren. The 
first, Ivan Cankar, has had to this day a lasting effect on the nation• 
alistic spirit of the people through his prose.29 The other is the 
poet, Onton Zupancic.30 
Ivan Cankar (1876-1918) presented a clear and concise consciousness 
of the nation's ideals. Cankar is the first of the prominent Slovene 
scholars who became directly influenced by the great Russian writers.3l 
He later came under the strong and lasting influence of Nietzsche.32 
The effects of World War I revolutionized his satire from a symbolic 
alld realistic style to a "profound melancholy" and a "great compassion.n33 
28. 




.re.!.!·. P• 9. 





Onton Zupancic (1878- ) continued the cultivation of the earlier 
western influence in his nationalistic verse.34 He achieved fame 
primarily because of his forceful style and rich poetical language 
aDd his ability to depict a vivid portrayal of the homeland.35 
MOdern Slovene nationalism is characterized primarily by the 
influence of the two great Slovene nationalistic writers: FraDOe 
Preseren and Ivan C&Dkar. 30 Both men have cultivated a strong emotion-
alism. Both men have been successful because they were able to capture 
the natural feelings of love, hate, pride, which are the strongest 
feelings among the "simple folk.'' The authors were successful in the 
expansion and development of the individualistic Slovene nationalism 
because they were able to incorporate these "i:aner f,eelings and emotions'' 
into an effective nationalistic spirit. 
The Slovenes and Germanization 
The tendency towards Germanization of tb't Slovenes has long-
sustained roots in history.37 The Pan German policies of ''Drang na.ch 
Osten" and the "Bruecke zur .ldria"38 directly affected the Slovenes 
34. ..!:121!•, P• 10. 
35. .!lli· 
36. Ameriski Druzinski Koledar, _m. ili•• PP• 50-54. 
37. Slovenski Koledar, "The Big Little Mistake," _m. cit., pp. 220-225. 
38. 1.l!!A•, P• 220. 
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because of the strategic geographical position of the Slovene lands, 
The process of Germanization was more subtle than aggressive 
among the Slovenes. The initial promotor& of the ideas of Germaniz-
ation were the German Clergy Who became the religious guardians of 
the Slovenes. 39 With the rise of German nationalism various other 
means were used to hasten the process of Germanization of the Slovenes. 
German influence seeped to the Slovenes through aodal 9 oultural9 
economic and political means as well as through the influence of 
strong personalities.40 Since the Germans were the northern neighbors 
of the Slovenes it was logical that the Slovenes, as the first Slavs 
to impede the Pan German schemes. would come to be the point of 
initial attack. The Slovene lands extended to the Adriatic Sea and 
the northern plains of Italy.41 Trieste, adopted by the Slovenes. 
became the "heart" of Slovenia.42 
The Pan German policies were encouraged rather than impeded during 
the reign of Frane Josep I. At the All-German parliament in Frankf'urt 






"Jlthough I am the ruler of the various 
Slavic nations, I will never forget that 
I am a German prince." 43 
D. Loncar - A. J. Klancar, .Qll• cit., P• 6. 
Slovenski Koledar, .Qll• cit., P• 221. 
.I!2.!9.·' P• 220 • 
.ill9.·' P• 223. 
1!!.!!!·· p. 221. 
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Various bureaus and organizations were formed in order to 
systematize the Germanization process among the Slavs in the Empire. 
-'mong the Slovenes the most active organizations were the "Gustav 
Adolf Verein" and the "Die Saed Marke .••44 Among the numerous tactics 
employed by these organizations, one of the most influential was that 
of building German schools in purely Slovene districts. These schools 
were not built for the Slovene people. They were German training 
schools for the German government employees, clerks and gendarmes.45 
The Slovenes were an active element in the Vienna Revolution in 
1846. Their demams for an autonomous state of Slovenia within the 
Empire were not realized, however, because of Pan German pressure,46 
and Vienna's fear of the fast growing Pan Slavic spirit within the 
Empire. After the period of ~ustrian ~bsolutism, the Germanization 
process was counterbalanced in equal intensification by the fervent 
and emotional nationalistic spirit of the Slovene patriots and literary 
nationalist scholars. The new generation of patriots and nationalists 
offered the strongest resistance to Pan Germani sm. This "fever" and 
spirit of nationalism Which was primarily implanted by Vodnik and 
44. SlovenSki Koledar • .2:2• cit., p. 221. 
45. ~-
46. ~., P• 223. 
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later elaborated by Preseren was soon caught by the simple-living 
and music-loving Slovene people. Slovene nationalism became solidified 
as the people began to sing the verses ot the nationalists. They 
sang tram their hearts their love tor their soil, their pride in their 
language and their love and pride tor their Slovene heritage and their 
Slovene nationality. 
The Austrian Imperial Crown granted expanded political freedom to 
the Slovenes after the 1860's. This new freedom opened a new area ot 
resistance against Pan Germanism. The 1860's witnessed the beginnings 
of a Slovenian political party organization.47 Nationalism accompanied 
the Slovene newly-acquired position ot political participation in the 
Empire. The Slovenes broqght their nationalism into politics both as 
a defensive and an offensive weapon. It was evident that the Crown 
in Vienna, as well as the Pan German echemes, tailed to defeat Slovene 
nationalism. The predominantly German govermnent inaugurated a new 
policy to cope with the growing llationalistie fervor and the Pan 
Slavic feelings. The domestic policy became more diplomatic. The 
policy ot government was helped by the situation existing among the 
growing Slovene political class which was highly nationalistic, emotional 
and aggressive. The new Slovene political class consisted of opposing 
47. Bogomil Vosnjak, J. Bulwark Against German,v, (London: George Allen 
& Unwin Ltd., Ruskin House, 1917, trans. Fancy s. Copeland)., P• 244. 
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tendencies. the pro-catholic. pro-clerical faction and the Liberal. 
anti-clerical faction. The Crown began to side with the Catholic Slo-
vene forces (conservatives) whose ideas of national separatism seemed 
less threatening. Opportunely. the gap between the Slovene Con-
servatives and the slovene Liberals grew to the point where the 
Slove~es became divided against themselves.48 Pettiness among the 
slovenes helped to weaken their political position within the govern-
ment. 
Proof of the German success was evidenced by the growiilg ideas 
of the spoils of nationalism among the Slovene scholars and religious. 
Nationalism was slowly conceived to be a "grave and questionable" 
activity. It grew to be such a problem that a policy of "exoo~ 
munication from the Church" was advocated for the participation in 
nationalistic activity. The advocate of this theory of "excommunica-
tion" was a Catholic priest. Reverend l/Iahnic 9 49 Who evaluated nation-
alism and concluded that it was a "sin." He further concluded that 
the Slovenes had a right to exist only as long as they remained faith-
ful to the ~oman Catholic faith" and all Slovenes who failed to obey 
the dictates of the Church "ought to be eliminated entirely from 
political life." 50 
48. .!!2.!.!·. pp. 245-246. 
49. Ibid., P• 246. 
50. ..!RiA· 
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The antagonism between the Catholic Conservatives and the Liberals 
widened with the growing penetration of the Marxist and Socialistic 
ideas Which were seeping into the Empire from the various schools of 
liberal thought. The strange thing is t~t nationalism grew despite 
all these factors Which promoted discord and political divisionaliam 
among the Slovenes. The Slovenes were divided, yet, united. Their 
personal life am personal problems divided them. Their public lite 
.. 
and publiC problems united them. 
Slovene nationalism and its resistance against the Pan Germanism 
influences ceased to be a problem of the .A.ustro-Hungarian Empire after 
1918. The Slovene program of anti-Germaniam was united in a co:nmon 
"Yugo" Slav policy of anti-Germanization. The personal Slovene 
divisionalism was inherited by the Crown o'! Karageorge. The Slovene 
sectionalism was paralleled by similar divisionalisms among the Croats 
and the Serbs themselves. The chaotic conditions of the monarchial-
republic led to the absolute rule of King Alexander in 1929. This 
contusion was later inherited by Tito. 
Pan Slavism and the Slovenes 
J.lthough sympathetic to the movements, the Slovenes. did not 
became actively engaged in the political or cultural programs of either 
the Pan Slavic movement Which was emanating from Prague or the Pan 
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Jugoslavia movement which was emanating from Zagreb. The reason for 
this "aloofness" from the actual participation in these various move-
ments reverts back to Slovene nationalism. The most logical reason 
tor their aloofness seems to stem from those factors which caused the 
rise of Slovene nationalism and directed and intensified the course of' 
Slovene nationalism. The national awakening of the Slovenes made them 
too concerned with themselves and their personal problems of Germaniza-
tion and divisionalism to embrace the Slavonic problems of' the Empire. 
The Slovenes dedicated themselves to the continued effort tor individual 
nationalistic independence. 
The Slovenes believed that "only a strongly federated Austria 
would guarantee to the Slovenes their individual nationalistic in-
depemenoe. n5l The Slovenes did not adopt the Pan Slavic program. 
Instead, the nature of' the Pan Slavic principles adapted themselves to 
the individualistic objectives of the Slovene programs. 
The various provinces of Slovenia formed societies (drustve) tor 
the promotion of' the autonomy of Slovenia within the Empire. The major 
part of' their work consisted of "agitation" for the equal rights am 
freedoms of' the Slovenes. Each society had its official voice 
(f'euilleton) to vindicate the ideas of' the Slovene demands. One ot the 
51. Dr. Josip Mal, .2:2• ill•• "Razmire do Avstrije," PP• 834-840. 
most active in the fight for Slovene equality within the Empire was 
the society (drustvu) "SloveniJa,n52 and the pamphlet (feuilleton) 
"SloveniJanov.n53 
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Since the progress of Slovene nationalism depended upon the --
governmental guarantee of the individual rights and freedoms of the 
nationalities within Austria, these druetve tried to promote a plan 
for a strongly federated and democratic pro-Slavic •ustria which would 
be able to put an end to the ever-growing German intlu.ence within the 
Empire. The delegates of these various societies met at the various 
provincial caJ;>itals to wage an active anti-German campaign. The hope 
at the beginning was to inaugurate am cultivate a propaganda campaign 
against the Germans which might eventually weaken the Emperor's 
support of the growi.Dg German predominance, influence and political 
leadership. The Slovenes regarded •ustria rather than Russia as the 
true "Mother" of the Slavic peoples.54 When it was seen however, that 
the German hold could not be broken, the Slovenes began to advocate a 
policy of "modqs vivendi" (live and let live) between the Germans and 
52. llli•• P• 840. 
53. .n.!9.· 
54. ~·, P• 835. 
the Slavs. They promoted the idea that the Germans and the Slavs 
should come to a settlement which would guarantee equality of rights 
to both peoplea.55 Even though nothing came of their proposals, the 
Slovenes gave the government in Vieim& one of the first federal 
programs which was established solely on "ethnic grounds.n56 This 
program was presented to the Crown on April 1, 1846. 
The Slovene Manifesto 
We Slovenes in Styria, Carniola, Carinthia, !stria 
in the territories of Gorizia and Trieste, a kindred 
nation of one and a half million ••• ask that we be 
granted the following national claims. 
1. Abolition of the historic crownland frontiers and 
fusion of our Slovene territories, followiDg the 
language frontiers, to one land and ••• to one nation. 
2. Guarantee of our nationality and general equal rights 
for the Slovene' a language as for the German language 
in the German, am the Italian language in the 
Italian lands. (Specific demands in regard to 
higher education in Slovene language were added.) 
3. Opportunity for a closer union ••• with our brothers 
in Croatia, Slavonia, a:nd Dalmatia, by abolition 
or lowering of tariff duties, a share of institutions 
of higher learning and so forth, according to mutual 
understand1ng.57 
56 
In 1666, the Slovenes in union with the Croats presented a resolution 
for a political union.56 Their demands were again revoked. 
55. Ibid. 
56. Robert .A.. Kann, ~· ~., P• 299. 
57. Ibid., PP• 299-300. 
56. Dr. Josip lllfal, .Q.P.• .ill•, P• 1006. 
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The "Yugo" Slavs and the SloYene s 
The Slovenes excl11.ded themselves from the cul tura.l union of 
the South Slavs from the start. This disassociation goes back to 
FrB.nce Preseren and the desire for individual nationalist independence . 
The s:pirit of Preseren survived. the later generation of scholars and 
patriots and influenced the thinking and the actions of the in-
tellectuals in particn.lar and the Slovene people in genera.l. 
The first concrete steps toward Slovene participation in the 
South Slav "Idea" were taken in 1907. 59 Their acceptance of the 
Jugoslav Idea came after Henrik Tuma made a biological study of the 
Serbo-Croat-Slovene relationship. He propounded the thesis that the 
three nationalities were biologically one family of Slavs. He 
appealed to the Serbs and the Croats to look upon the Slovenes as 
their partner in their Jugoslav mi ssion--(Jugoslovenstvo). 60 
Sokol and the Slovenes 
Sokol was the first Slavonic movement which quickly gained 
popularity among the SloYene intellectual circles. The Slovenes 
59. Dr. Viktor Novak, ~· cit., p. 215. 
60. Ibid., p. 215. 
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were the first of the South Slavs to form a Sokol unit (1863).61 
The popularity of Sokol amol'lg the Slovenes was, no doubt, due to 
the character of the program. Three principles in particular 
seemed to make Sokol compatible with Slovene nationalism, namely, 
natio:nalism, federalism and Slaviam. Dr. lliroslav ~yrs (1832-1884) 
and Jindrich Fugner (1822-1862) founded the Sokol idea on the 
theory that 1 
"• •• not one nation died while it was youthful 
and atrollg but when it deg:Derated and became 
indifferent and morally perverted."62 
The founders of Sokol believed that national strength and power 
would be attained only through a "strong, healthy and disciplined 
youth" who were "taught love for country, freedom and liberty.n63 
The 'Yalcon", the Sokol symbol, was successful in breaking the 
traditional nationalistic "aloofness" of the Slovenes. The Slovenes 
united with their brothers to the South, the Croats and the Serbs, at 
the first Sokol~ which was held in Prague, in 1882.64 Prestige 
was accorded to the Slovenes when LJublana, the capital of Slovenia, 
was accepted as the headquarters of the newly-formed Sokol Unit. 
61. Jarka Jelinek and Jaroslav Zmrhal, Sokol, Educational and P~ysical 
Culture .Association, (Chicago, American Sokol union, 1944), P• 31. 
62. ~., (Dr. Miroslav Tyra), p. 31. 
63. Ibid. 
64. Ibid., P• 57. 
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As it is known the Slovenes became united with the Croats and 
the Serbs by virtue of the Declaration of Corfu in 1917. The tact is 
rather conspicuous that the Slovenes did not have an outstanding 
spokesman on the island ot Cortu. Dr. Trumbic, the Croatian federalist, 
represented both the Croatian and Slovene views for a program of 
federalism tor the South Slavs. The Slovenes became part of a plan 
they hoped would guarantee the free development of a cultural-
nationalistic spirit. More important, the Slovenes hoped that the 
South Slav union would be a unity of three "equal" brothers, each 
respecting the individual nationalistic independence of the other. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE AMERI CAN SLOVENES 
Introdu_ction 
The American Slovenes have made a number of contributions to 
the growth a.nd development of our American heritage. Among the 
immigrants there were two men who stood out from all the rest, the 
Reverend Bishop Frederick Baraga and Louis A.d~.mic (1899-1950). 
Bishop Baraga is known for his unselfi::~h activity among the Chippewa 
Indians in the second half of the nineteenth centtury. In his efforts 
to teach Christianity to the Indians, he compiled for publication the 
first Chippewa Grammar ·a.nd Dictionary. He also translated many other 
wo r ks from Slovenian into the standard literary Chippewa dialect. 
Books ared.ited to the Biship have been fonnd in the Cree dialect, which 
is like the Chippewa, the Ottawa a.nd the Algonquin dialects. 1 
Louis Ao_amic, the "A-mericanized" Slovene, is remembered for his 
literary achievements and his contributions to the literary list of 
best sellers. La.wshing in the Jungle (1932) and Native 's Return (1934) 
won acclaim for their realistic presentation of the immigrant on the 
2 
American scene. 
1. Joseph Gregorich, Slovenski Koleda.r, .2.E.• ..£ii., "On Baraea's 
Historic Trail," p:p. 232-234. 
2 . Joe Zele , Slovenski Koledar , .2.E.• cit., "Louis Adamic ," pp. 213-216. 
Two first generation American Slovenes are presently making 
history in the field of politics. They are both serving in the 
Congress of the Un1 ted States. They are Senator Frank J. Lausche 
from the state of Ohio and Representative John Blatnik from the 
state of Minnesota in the united States House of Representatives. 
Identification of the Slovenes on the .American Scene 
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Latest counts show tha.t there are approximately 250,000 Slovenes 
in the United States. This figure includes iJZmigrants, first, second 
and even third generation Slovenes.3 
The Slovene settlements are primarily located in Northern 
Michigan, Wisconsin and J4innesota, the Great Lakes region, and the 
Rocky Mountain areas. Large Slovene settlements are found in the 
industrial centers of Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, Pittsburg, Chicago, 
Milwaukee, Detroit, St. Louis and New York City.4 
.&. part of the New Immigration, the Slovenes came to .America during 
the years 1885-1914 when Jugoslavia was still a political dream, and 
the years 1919-1924 When Jugoslavia was in its political and economic 
infancy. 
3. "Koliko je Slovencev Doma in Drugod po Svetu?", A.meriski Druzinski 
Koledar, Jm• ,m., P• 38. (Figures compiled in July, 1944, through 
efforts of Bazovica, Cairo, Egypt. Figures slightly higher since 
the post-World War II influx of Displaced Persons from Jugoslavia.) 
4. jill., p. 5. 
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Each Sloveneimnigrant had his own individual reason for coming to 
the United States. From the beginning, the emigration from Slovenia, 
as it was from EurOP8 in general, was an escape from the undesirable to 
the promising. America attracted the poor, the discontented, the 
politically oppressed. "Amerika" promised to be the "haven" tor those 
who were suffering from actual or potential economic, cultural, poli-
tical or personal frustration. "A.merika" was the "Utopia" and the 
"hope" of fulfilling a dream of a better life. 
From the beginning, the majority of the Slovene immigrants be-
longed to the working class of society and this status has not char.lged 
much through the years. Some have learned trades and have become more 
specialized in their fields of work. A small percentage of Slovenes 
belong to the small businessman group. Slovene merchants are primarily 
engaged in produce, meat, appliances, furniture and liquor (cates) 
trade. The professions seem to be more fa.vorably . represented among the 
second and third generations. 
When the Slovenes !~grated to the united States, they followed a 
pattern similar to that of the "old country," They established them-
selves in colonies under the guidance of Slovene Clergy who came to 
satisfy the spiritual needs of the colllllunity. New churches were built 
in these colonies, producing what is ccmnonly knOwn as the "parish." 
The church was the central theme in the colotcy". The priest who migrated 
from Slovenia naturally continued the traditiona.l Slovene patterns as 
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practiced in the "old country." He served as counsellor, guardian 
and pastor. In doing so, the parish community and the work of the 
Clergy were the most important factors in preserving Slovene heritage in 
the united States. Both of these factors also served as impediments to 
the assimilation of the Slovenes into our "melting-pot" society. 
The Slovene reflected a pattern of tradition and custom. Once 
he came to America, everything was new to him. He did not understand 
the language, the people or the mechanics and principles of a demo-
cratic governmental system. The Slovene parishes helped to make America 
a continuation of Slovenia. Segregated in the Slovene colonies, usually 
around a factory, mine or foundry, the Slovene did not have to extend 
his interests. The Church held services in Slovenian. There were local 
Slovenian stores where he oould trade. There was the all-important 
ostariJa (saloon) around the corner • 
.tt work there was always someone who could understand the Slovene 
language, or someone Who knew sign language. Before long, the foreman 
was a Slovene who could act as a medium between the Slovene who could 
speak no English and the "boss." As the number of Slovenes grew within 
the working enviromnent, Slovenian became the medium of communication 
right on the job. The .American way of life "in its genuine form" never 
really penetrated into the ells of these conmunities. Instead, it 
came in a distorted fashion which corrupted and infected the Slovene 
language as well as the other cultural traditions and customs. This 
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process succeeded in crea.ting a half pa pol {half and half) Slovenian-
.1merican way of life. MB.ey of the Slovenes who are today voyaging to 
their native homelands to visit their kin must relearn Slovenian so 
that they can COIIJDunica.te with their stem Mama, in 'stari kr&.1 (old 
country). 
The following phonetical phrases are typical examples of the 
half pa pol jargon: Is daco (is that so); hi nova.t he is toking abavt 
(he knOws what he is talking about); on .ie smart (he is smart) 1 .!Y_ 
hir da je ajeris (I hear that he is Irish); heJ. daJ sem bred1 (Hey, 
pass the breadS). 
Some old Slovene traditions and customs were retained but modern-
ized. Harvest time festivities (vinsko trgate) took the form of' a 
party Ol" dame. American and Slovene customs were coupled in an all-
day, all-night wedding celebration. Most important, however, the 
slovene's ideas, attitude.- and values of life were colored and affected 
by this "piece ... meal" process of' .Americanization. 
The Slovene realized that he "bettered his lot" by coming to this 
country. He spoke of' J.merica as Mo.1a .Amerika (my America). He did 
have to work hard, but atleast he could find work so that he could fill 
his stomach and clothe his body. Within a period of time he earned and 
saved enough money to "get'' himself' a wife and later, to buy a home for 
hi s wife and otroci (children). Then he even found that he could 
"splurge" a little. 
Jfaey sent money and pakete (packages) to their families in 
Slovenia. Others sent home pravice (application for immigration) 
and money so that their brethren could come to the "promised" land, 
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da bi se se enkrat na..1el belga kruha (that he might fill up on white 
bread). Still others returned to their homeland, bu.t only for a brief 
sojourn. The ideals for which "the Lady" stands called them baok. 
The Slovene influx occurred at a time when America was rushing 
to ita industrial heights. The entire nation was in a process of 
adjusting itself to the industrial age which brought with it new 
materialistic concepts, attitudes and goals. ACcustomed to toil and 
spare living before he came to America, the Slovene immdgrant was a 
valuable addition to the American manpower wealth, especially in the 
iron, steel ana construction industries. 
The Slovene's understanding of democracy, capitalism, socialism, 
industrialism were the result of what he experienced in his general 
environment, namely, the factory· in which he worked ana the CODIDunity 
in Which he lived. The encroaching ideas of materialism caused the 
association of democracy with economics. The amount of freedom and 
liberty in a nation depended upon the amount of individual gain the 
nsmall" mant and the worker obtained. 
When the first immigrants came to this country they worked 
twelve or more hours a day and sometimes even seven days a week. On 
the whole, the wage scale was sub-standard and there were few if allY 
legal principles of protection. 
In the beginning, the inmigrant was not aware of his situation. 
As unionism began to expand to the laboring classes and among the 
poorly-paid aliens, he became involved in an active program for a 
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fair standard of living. He began to fight against employer attempts 
to reduce workingmen's standards. He participated in strikes. In 
turn, he formulated his own opinions of the "spoils" of capitalism, 
industrialism. ll&.terialistic values became intermingled with his spirit-
ual background. Gradually he became more infected by socialistic 
patterns. His basis for judging democracy was personal advantage--
the advantage of the working class. 
Midst the smoke and the drudgery of the factcry, mine or foundry, 
the Slovene immigrant ·became nostalgic. He remembered the land of 
splendid forests and fruitful plains. He remembered first the vine-
yards that shaded the lower slopes, the harvest and the wine (vi no) • 
He began to recollect the nicer things of his childhood, his birth-
right, his home. The remembrance of the carefree folktales glamorized 
his homeland. 
Slovene Nationalism as Expressed by the jmerican Slovenes 
The best sources which expose Slovene nationalism are the soiJgs 
the Jmerican Slovenes siiJg. A music-loving people, the Slovenes display 
their deepest inner being in their folk-songs and poetry. The Slovenes 
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depict in verse the most fervent emotional feelings: love or hate, 
pride or shame, fear or valor, sorrow or happiness. 
~he traditional Slovene nature and character of nationalism has 
been carried to the American scene by the American Slovene poets who 
still sing of their birthright and their nationality and heritage. 
The deep emotional dedication of oneself to national identity 
is expressed rather well in a verse written by the American-Slovene, 
Leo Zakrajsek, Pesem Slovens}ta (Slovenian Melody). Isn't the 
nationalistic spirit the "Melody?" 
Pesem Slovenska 
Slovenian "Melody," you are our song, 
Take this modest bouquet from ua. 
Which we have picked from our adopted gardens 
To show our deepest love for you. 
Slovenian "Melody," song so taithful and true, 
Prom time imnemorial we remember you as our home; 
When the foot upon you. did trod, 
Happiness was felt throughout. 
Slovenian "Melody," song so soothing, 
You are a mother~s lullaby, · 
The f'arm.er on his f'ields and the wanderer on the road 
Sing your so:ag as they stop to wipe their brow. 
Slovenian "Melody," song so dear, 
You grow bouquets of love for young expecting maidens, 
With these bouquets of rosemary a young man picks his bride, 
But why tell yo u, you know all these sweet moments. 
Slovenian "Melody," song divine 
To the troubled soul you br~ng peace of mind, 
You lift up the heavy heart as you ring out love, 
As you offer thanksgiving and due prayer to God. 
Slovenian "Melody" song so vigilant, 
You gave us courage, you called us to battle; 
When the enemy attacked our lands: 
You brought victory by the score. 
Slovenian W;Helody," song so sincere and true, 
You came with us to a distant shore, 
You shared w1 th us our every being, 
With us you share laughter and tears. 
Slovenian "Melody," you are our song, 
Sing our soundness and our atrellgth, 
Keep us ever conscious of our heritage 
.And united, as we are one in blood.5 
0 Tozna Domovina (MY Persecuted Homeland) is a folksong still 
SUDg among the sons and daughters ot Slovenia in the United States. 
Interestingly, national feeling takes on a human and "personal" 
feeling. 
Q Tosna Domovina 
Oh, ~ persecuted homeland, 
It pains ~ heart each time, 
When the force of sad remembrances 
Bring your phantom before my eyes. 
Our word is inaudible, 
Your voice alone resounds, 
Poor one, beaten and pale, 
You are in the enemy's overpowering clutch. 
When fortune smiled upon you, 
Our voices reechoed throughout your lams, 
You tilled our every want and need, 
We lived happily together as brothers. 
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5. Albina Novak (uredila), ZA.POJ.MO, Zbirka Pesm1, (Chicago: izdala 
Slovenska Zenska Zvesa v £merik1, 1942, trans. S. M. Cernigoj), P• e. 
( See "Notes," pagel37 for the original Slovenian.) 
Oh, my persecuted homeland, 
Isn't there any hope for you? 
Listen to your wayward son: 
Beautiful days will shine upon you onoe again16 
L.iubesen do Domovine (Love for the Homeland) displays the 
emotional character of nationalism. The . Slovene pours out his love 
and devotion to his homeland and his kin. The very soul of the 
individual seems to be captivated by his nationality. 
L.iubezen .9:.2 Domovine 
Whoever has a heart, 
Knows tears tor his home, 
Azld for the Slovenian paradise; 
He lives for her, 
He longs for her, 
ADd her alone, forever he will love. 
Home of able-bodied and vigorous Slovenes, 
Purity is felt all about, 
SiDOerity permeates the air; 
EveryoDe has a friend, 
And they embrace in good faith, 
This is an old custom in Slovenia. 
From the mounta.in tops to 
The viDeyards in the vale 
Sweet so:cgs are heard and sung, 
The Slovene loves to be happy, 
Oh, if he could not sing, 
Songs flow from his heart.? 
6. · 11!11·, p. 56. (See "Notes" for original Slovenian.) 
7 • .Iei!•• P• 41. (See "Notes" for original Slovenian.) 
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The fervent feeling of love that a Slovene experiences toward 
his heritage, homeland and his people is e%_Pressed in the verse 
written by another American Slovene, Ivan Zorman (1889-1957). Zorman 
exposes the devotional character of Slovenian nationalism as he 
sings out his love for his heritage, his homeland and his people. 
This song was written for the women of Slovenske Zenske Zveze 
(Slovenian Women's Union of America). The song: Nasa "Zvezina" 
Pesem (Our Song of Unity and Brotherhood). This verse also expresses 
the sacredness of the mother langu.a.ge. 
Nasa "Zvezina" Pesem 
We are honest and valiant Slovenian women 
Of Slovenian heritage; 
We love our Slovenian legacy, 
And with pride we sing its song. 
There, where the rugged Mountain of Triglav 
stands guard over the lands, 
Which are bathed by the clear waters of the 
Sava, 
There is the homeland of its people, 
That is where the Slovene can still be found. 
That is where menfolk are valiant 
In their work, their spirit and their heart, 
They have won f cn- us and our kin 
Honor and respect throughout the nations of 
the world. 
Blessed is the Slovenian tongue, 
Our anoestoral inheritance. 
By its nature the Slovenes are united: 
It is our honor and our pride.e 
e. ~., p. 6. (See "Notes" for original Slovenian.) 
Pride of nationality is depleted in; : Slovenski Fantje 
(Slovenian Lads). The verse exposes the deeply engrained nature 
ot the national identity. 
Slovenski Fe.nt.ie 
We are Slovenian laddies from the village of Loza. 
We are of Slovenian heart and of Slovenian mind. 
We are members of one family 
We are all of the ~e warm blood, 
We live tor our people, and we do tor our brother.9 
Nationality seems to be life itself, and even more. The 
Slovene is born with "it" and he carries "it" to his grave. The 
quality and overall aspect of nationality is shown in the verse 
Slovenee Sem (I am a Slovene) • The dedicated pride seems to have 
an innate quality. 
Slovenec Sem 
I am a Slovene. 
So my mother lulled to me 
When I was still a child; 
This is w'hy I know so well: 
I am a Slovene l 
I am a Slovene l 
This I clearly know, 
This my inner spirit tells my heart; 
With pride thus I oan say: 
I am a SloveneS 
9. ll!A·, p. 72. (See "Notes" tor original Slovenian.) 
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I am a Slovene 1 
I love my native land, 
Passion within me burns for its honor 
and glory, 
What I feel, that I say: 
I am a Slovene! 
I am a Slovene& 
From the cradle to the grave, 
~ faith is immovable, 
Thus I can always say: 
I am a Slovene:lO 
Two other verses have been picked as a summation, which depict, 
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perhaps most dynamically, the possession (or, obsession) that national• 
i ty has u:pon the individual. The first is Lepa Nasa Domovina (Our 
Beautiful Homeland). 
Lepa Nasa Domovins. 
Our beautiful homeland, 
Oh heroic land so dear, 
Old and glorious legacy, 
Ms.y you always honorable be. 
Gentle~ as you are valiant, 
Only you are dear to us, 
Sweet, When you are just to u.s, 
Mild when you are sincere. 
May blessings pour out to you 
Throughout your fields and woods, 
May God's love dwell within you 
And in every hearth and home. 
In blessed spirit and holy grace, 
Your Ships safely sail. 
Peace is with you under every rule& 
To your spirit, everlasting glory&ll 
10. ~., p. 41. (See "Notes''for original Slovenian.) 
11. ~· (See "Notes" for original Slovenian.) 
The last verse is Hej Slovenci (Hey Slovenes). HeJ Slovene! 
exposes the "consecrated" ohe.raoter of Slovene nationalism. The 
last t~ lines are especially interesting. Notice that nation-
alism not only demands a "personal dedication" but it also he.s the 
power of "damnation.'' 
He.1 Slovenci 
Our being, germinates from a living 
Slovenian "esprit," 
J.nd grows a.s long a.s our believing hearts 
Bear for our people and our home. 
Live on, live on, Slovenian spirit, live for 
all eternity! 
Let the raging tempests be brought upon us, 
As the rook crumbles and the oak is destroyed; 
let the earth quake. 
We brother, we remain staunch and stalwart 
like manorial walls.--
And may the black earth open liP and swallow 
the one who falls awayll2 
Slovene Heritage and Slovene Divisionalism 
History reveals that the "padre" type of living situation is 
almost second nature with the Slovene people. Community life can 
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be traced back to pagan and pre-christian times when the Slavic people 
lived in zadrugas. The ataroata was the elder and as their leader he 
12. ..!ltl4•, p. 25. (See "Notes" for original Slovenian.) 
was in charge of all the needs of the people within the zadruga, 
spiritual and material. 
J£ter Christianity, the Clergy began to take the place of the 
pagan starosta, The Clergy were the ollly ones besides the nobility 
who were educated. They became the official guardians of the people 
after the feudalistic period when the Germans usurped the Slovens 
lands. 
The Slovene Clergy became the intermediary between the foreign 
ruling class a:nd the peasant Slovene society. They had to act as 
diplomats, statesmen, guardians, teachers and ''holy" men, sometimes 
all at the same time, in order to maintain their secular as well as 
their religious obligations and responsibilities to the Church, to 
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the state am to the people. The Slovens peasantry looked upon the 
Clergy as their "guardians" and their "protectors." This situation 
created an ever-growing and ever-increasing influence of the Clergy 
over the Slovene people, The Clergy became the dynamic force for 
perpetuation, promulgation and preservation of the Slovene heritage and 
the Slovene character. They created a religious as well as a cultural 
environment tor the Slovene people. Therefore, it is only logical 
that the Clergy would be the builders of the "pillars" of Slovene 
culture, literature and language,l3 
13. Frank Sodnikar, ..2:2• cit., P• 1. 
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The situation in Slovenia was similar to other countries ot 
Europe. The work ot the Church was by its :nature pedagogical. 
under the rule ot the Hapsburgs, the Slovene Clergy were the nucleus 
ot a politcally-oonscious leadership. The Clerical press became one 
ot the strongest vocal organs tor the forces ot "Catholic Action" 
among the Slovenes in the nineteenth century. The "Brotherhood ot 
Saint Hermagoras"14 was organized in the 1850& tor the circulationl5 
ot Catholic literature among the literate Slovenes. The Clergy was 
also the instrumental force behind the organization or numerous 
cultural and religious societies within the Slovene provinces ot 
the Empire. 
This relationship was "carried over" to the .American-Slovene 
parishes as the Clergy migrated to till the tradition ot the Church 
within the conmanity. The Cleric Who has won "outstanding" praise 
tor his "energetic" work in the preservation ot the Slovene character 
and the Slovene characteristics in America is Rev. Cyril Zupan, o.s.B., 
(Pueblo, Colorado.) At the close ot the nineteenth century, the 
Benedictine Order was one ot the moat active among the Slovenes in 
Colorado. History recorda the first Slovene parish as early as 1880 
14. Fr. John La.Farge, "Hitler's Criminal Onslaught Against Catholic 
Slovenia," .America, February 28, 1946, pp. 569-570. 
15. Ibid. 
in,Denver, Colorado.16 By 1903, there is evidence of an organized 
Slovene parish as far west as San Franoisco.l7 
The Clergy within the Slovene parishes in America were a 
"carry over" from the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The Slovene priest 
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was looked up to bY the Slovene colonists. He acted in a dual 
capacity of guardian and teacher of his "flock." He played an active 
part in the formulation of attitudes toward all phases of life; 
economic, spiritual, moral, ethical, political and social. The Clergy 
was even instrumental in the first nationally-organized fraternal and 
benefit organization, the Xran,1Bka Slovenska Katolska Jednota, 1694.18 
The Slovene priest within the Slovene parish was soon confronted 
with an opposition. He came in conflict with the Slovene "liberal," 
the Slovene "radical" and the "anti-cleric" Who migrated to the 
shores of the "promised land" as a reaction against the position of 
the Clergy within the Anstro-Eungarian Empire. 
The Slovene liberals united with the various radicals and became 
known as the Progresivni Slovenoi (Progressive Slovenes). The term 
progresivni divorced the "liberal" Slovene from the traditional 
16. Rev. G. H. Trunk, ''Kran.Jsi Najdea Povsod," Slovenski Koledar, 
~· ill•, P.P• 201-203. 
17. 12!!•• P• 203. 
18. R.A. Vider, "Nekaj Vaznih podatkov o nasih podpornih organizacijah," . 
Ameriski DruzinBki Koledar, Leto, 1947, Vol. 33, PP• 56-59. 
pattern. The Slovene :parish went through a period of "Reformation." 
These progressives bege.n to organize themsel •res into cul t1.u•al , social 
and fraternal and benefit organizations. The Progresivni Slovenci 
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were the fou_~ding fathers of the idea of the Slovene National Homes · 
(Halls) within the parish. The center for social and cultural activity 
slowly changed its position of supremacy. :Broken down into loc~-1 lodges· 
the frat ernal and benefit organizations established their headQuarters 
in the National Slovene Homes. The Progresivni also formed numerous 
dramatic and singing societies Bs well as schools to teach the Slovenian 
la~~ee to their offspring. 
The first national schism between the conservative Slovenes 
(Catholic) and the Progresivni was made officially at a ConeresA of 
the Kranjsk~ Slovenska E~tolska Jednota (KSKJ).19 The Progressives 
seceded from the KSKJ to form their own national federation in the 
year 1898. 20 It is rather interesting to note that the name of 
this newly-formed ogranization w::ts Ameriska Bratska Zveza. The name 
"Catholic" {Katolska) was omitted, and the word. "Brotherhood" (Bratska.) 
19. Amedski Druzinski Koleclar, lac. cit. 
20. Ibid. 
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was used in its place. Another interesting point ia that it was 
known as the "J.merican" (.Ameriska) union rather than "Slovene" 
(Kranjsko). 
~he fraternal organizations adopted the press as a means of 
co!liilunication with the members of the organizations Who were dispersed 
throughout the United States. These otticial "voices" (newspapers 
and periodicals) were the chief factors in the promotion of Slovene 
divisionalism in the United States. The first independent Slovene 
progressive syndicate was organized in 1898 (New York City) to further 
expand ideas ot the Progresivni. This newspaper, which is still in 
existence today, is Glas Naroda (Voice of the People).21 The second 
progressive newspaper was formed in Pueblo, Colorado, in 1905.22 It 
was named Glas Svoboda (Voice of the Liberation). Both names are 
rather suggestive of the ideas behind the progressive ideas. The 
first independent conservative syndicate was founded in Cleveland, 
Ohio, in 1898. This newspaper is still in existence and is called 
the Jmeriska Domovim. (American Home). 
21. Ivan BostJanoic, "Ko se ni blo Prosvete in SNPJ," Prosveta, 
October 28, 1956, part III, p. 1. 
22. Prank Zaitz, "Ivan Molek, Njgova Vologa pri Prosveti v SNPJ in 
med ~riskimi Slovenoi," Prosveta, .212.• cit., part II, p. 1. 
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From the beginning some of the more radical elements within the 
Slovene parishes came under the spell of the ·progressive movement in the 
united States. The liberal thinkers were attracted to the reformist 
movement Which was permeating the American scene and establishing its 
roots in the economic, political and social phases of American life. 
This progressive crusade affected the Slovene "idealist" and the Slovene 
"reformist" (Progresivni Slovenci). 
Louis J.damic is one of these American Slovenes who was "captured" 
by the growing reformist spirit. .A. humanitarian as well as a radical 
thinker, Louis .&darnio became more and more fascinated by the growing 
"vogue" of socialism after the first World War. As early as 1934, 
.Adamic displayed his interest in the communist movement in a pamphlet 
he translated,· Strgggle.23 Jdamic came in contact with the Jugoslav 
communist party movement in 1933 when he was sent to Slovenia under 
the auspices of the Guggenheim Fellowship Foundation.24 He was granted 
the fellowship so that he might go to Slovenia to compile material for 
a new "beat seller." 
There were other Slovene reformers besides Louis Adamic who be-
came concerned with the growing social, social-political, social-
economic as well as the growing immigrant foreign-settlers problems 
23. "Louis Adsndo," SlovenBki Koledar, ~· ~., P• 214. 
24. ~·, P• 213. 
so 
am the general labor problems o:f the country. Like Adamic, they 
became interested in men like Eugene V. Dabbs, Upton Sinclair, and 
Jack London. Some o:f the most dynamic :figures and influential leaders 
o:f the Progresivni were men o:f this quality and caliber. One o:f the 
leading :founding fathers o:f the Prosveta, Jose zavert_nik,25 was a 
socialist• He also was the :first editor o:f Glas Svoboda {1905).26 
Men like zavertnik helped to organize the Progresi vni press among the 
Slovenes in America. As the official "mouthpiece" o:f the Progresivni, 
the press took on a policy o:f "activation and agitation" to promote 
action amo!)g a somewhat "passive'' mass o:f Slovenes in the Slovene 
parishes throughout the country who classified (and Who still classify) 
themselves as Progres1vn1 Slovenoi as distinct :from the conservative 
(Catholic) Slovenes. The divisionalism or clash came between the two 
extremes. The dividing :force was clericalism versus anti-clericalism. 
This divisionalism has been carried into all phases o:f Slovene activity, 
:from cultural to political, from social to economic • 
. There are two .decided points of view: the conservative point of 
view, whim is in harmony with the Clerical view, and the progressive 
25. "Nastala je !deja in Nada Uresnicila se je v Dnevnik 'Prosveta 1 •" 
Prosveta, Jm• .2!1•, part I, P• 1. 
26. Frank Zaitz, ~· ~., part II, P• 1. 
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point of view which is anti-clerical and liberal. Each one dis-
tinguishes itself from the other sometimes merely for the sale of 
distinction. Although both have the same interests at heart and 
are dedicated to the public welfare, in order to maintain their 
individuality each takes an opposing stand on a particular situation 
or issue. If there is nothing worthwhile on which to make a stand, 
the result is "petty" attacks on the policies, programs and person-
ali ties of the other. One of the best examples of this "pettiness" 
is the libel lawsuit brought by Fr. Franc Gabrovsek ·against the 
Prosveta (settled in the priest's favor for approximately i S,OOO in 
1951). The testimonials of Rev. M.atija Skerbec in his fo:.u- pamphlets27 
are written in defense of the activity of the Clergy during the Civil 
war in Jugoslavia (World War II). In ~934, the best seller, Native's 
Return, written by Louis Adamio became one of the most "unpopular"28 
works among the Catholic Slovenes in this country precisely because 
of the anti-clerical undertones i~ the book. 
The "mass" of the Slovene people are either oonservati ve or 
progressive depending primarily on personal experiences, personal 
27. Rev. Matija Skerbeo, Rdeoa Zver, pijana krvi, Del. II, III, IV 
(Cleveland, 1951), Drivda Rdeoe Fronte, Del. I {Cleveland, 1954). 
28. "Louis .Adami a," Slovenski Koledar, .QP.• ill•, p. 214. 
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resentments, prejudices, likes or dislikes, and individual conscience. 
If they are conservatives they belong to the conservative organizations, 
and participate, in union with other conservatives, in the conservative 
(catholic) activities. They subscribe to conservative newspapers and 
periodicals. This type of activity by its nature helps to formulate 
and develop the conservative attitudes and the "conservative view." 
Those who classify themselves as progressives belong to progressive 
organizations, participate in ~ogressive activities and subscribe to 
progressive newspapers and periodicals. Again, by its nature, this 
type of activity helps to formulate and develop the progressive atti~ 
tudes and the "progressive view." 
The average Slovene progressive is neither a socialist nor a 
communist. He is a patriot, a nationa.list, and a devoted American 
citizen Who, like the average conservative, neither comprehends nor 
has tm desire to comprehend the principles of socialism or communism. 
The average progressive is like the average conservative in most respects. 
Both desire social and economic better.ment among the laboring class ot 
people. This "personal" evalus.tion as a basis of values is a typical 
characteristic of the Slovenes. And, it is made more understandable by 
Mr. Frank Sodnika.r who writes that "if the simplicity of the Slav 
appears complex to the western mind, it is because one forgets the 
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detaclnnent of the Slav race from all but itself.n29 This explanation 
beautifully clarifies the simplicity and the c~plexity within tbe 
Slovene circles. The problems are complex only when they involve the 
·slav; then his whole being becomes involved. 
The progressive Slovene is unlike the conservative in his atti-
tude toward .the role of the Clergy in his personal life. He is 
dedicated to ,an anti-clerical program but not necessarily an anti• 
catholic or an anti-religious program. · It is a faot without need of 
further verification that the majority of t l1e average progresivni 
Slovenoi, the mass of the progressive Slovenes, are practicing 
cathOlics. This divisionalism, however, bas led to a dual standard 
of Slovene activity and a dual standard for the evaluation of Slovene 
activity in the United States. 
Divisionalism between the conservative and progressive Slovenes 
is carried into every phase of Slovene activity. The anti-clerics have 
one point of attack, the Clerics and the Clerical forces. The clerical 
forces encompass all the religious, both Clergy and laity, who carry 
religion into secular and temporal affairs. These clerical forces 
29. Frank Sodnikar, .2l2.•.....2it•t p, 1. 
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are also lalown as the politikasi {politioal bigots) by the Progresivni. 
The antagonism whioh is direoted toward the Clergy in ~eral is a re• 
aotion against the arbitrary role played by the hierarchy of the Church 
over the Slovene peasantry under the rule of the House of Hapsburg in 
Austria-Hungary and later in King Alexander's Jugoslavia. It is also 
a reaction against the logioa:L ' "spoils't of an arbitrary rule which has 
firmly established roots in history. 
The progressives blame the olerios for the divisionalism among 
the Slovene people and base their attacks on those things which happened 
in the "old country" under the jurisdiction of the Clergy.30 The 
significance of the aocusations is that the place of "attack" and 
blame falls outside of the realm of the Slovene people in general who 
are, according to their songs and verses, "brothers" by "nature and 
blood." 
Perhaps the progressive movement among the Slovenes can be com-
pared in part to the Protestant movement. That Which differentiates 
the one from the other is the difference in the type of religious 
"reformation." The Progresivni movement is a reaction against the 
nature of and scope of the authority of the hierarchy of the Church 
over its constituents rather than a reaction against the fundamental 
30. Rnskopravnost, Editorial, "Mi in Amerika," January 30, 1948, p. 2. 
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doctrines and beliefs of the Church of Christ. This point explains 
why a Slovene can be both a progressive and a practicing Catholic. 
A progressive "critique" appeared in the Ena.kopravnost which evaluated 
the democratic structure of the Vatican, i.e., the structure of the 
hierarchy of the Catholic Church. The conclusion was reached that 
the Vatican which "advocates democracy is a totalitarian system and 
dictatorial according to its nature and structure.n31 
The Progresivni follow a typical pa.ttern of a "reaction" against 
an arbitrary power, i.e., a power whose nature is not comprehended . 
in full. Their action is primarily based on emotionalism rather than 
logic. It takes on a personal chB.racter, somewhat like that of being 
wronged personally. J.s a result this wrong demands human retaliation 
and revenge. This point is evidenced in the program of the progressive 
reaction. · It is an .anti-Qlerical program in which personality and 
conflicts of personality play an important role. 
The reaction takes the form of disrespect, suspicion and other 
such "pettiness" as name-calling, embitterment, defamation, slander, 
resentment. For example, Bishop Gregory Rozman was accused of being 
an anti-democratic "reactionary" when the progressive forces exposed 
31. Enakopravnost, "V!ttik&n, DemocraciJa in Delovstvo," .2:£• cit. 
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his collaboration with the Italian fascists and the Nazis during 
World War II in order to protect the rights of the Church and the 
religioua.32 
The most frequent charge that is directed toward the Clergy by 
the progressives is that of "reaction." The word Progresivni denotes 
the forward spirit of the grou;p. They fear the return to the old 
which would mean the loss of acquired democratic rights and freedoms 
and the return to arbitrary rule.33 They also fear the return of a 
system similar to the one of the Empi~e which made the individual 
Slovene subservient to those religious forces which kept the peasants 
under their jurisdiction so that they might, by using religion, pursue 
personal ambition and individual ends of power and prestige.34 The 
progressives maintain their right to speak out against these forces 
as citizens of the united State8. 35 They claim that the Clergy used 
threats of "damnation" and "excommunication from the Church" in order 
to maintain their hold over the peop1e. 36 (Rev. Mahnio.) 
32. EnAkopravnost, ~aj se je dogadi1o v mesecu Marcu 1941 v Ljub1ani," 
May 3, 1946, P• 1. 
33. Ena1copravnost, "Mi in Amerika," .2P.• cit. 
34. Enakopravnost, "Vatikan, Democraoija in Delovstvo," .QE• ill• 
35. Enakopravnost, "Mi in .Amerika," .Ql2.• ill• 
36. Ena.kopravnost, "Vatikan, Democraoija in Delovstvo," .QE• ill• 
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The conservatives among the Slovenes, on the other hand, f'eel that 
f'aith and spiritual values cannot be divorced f'rom temporal and secular 
lite. They support and partake in a program of' Catholic action under 
the leadership and guidance of' the Clergy 8llli are not only a stro11g37 
"bloc" against the progressive forces but, also, staunch supporters of' 
the Clergy.38 . Like the progressives, the conservatives are a reaction, 
only in this case they are a reaction against the progressives.39 Like 
the progressives, the conservatives follow a similar pattern of' attack, 
emotional and personal. Disrespect, name-calling and other pettiness 
of' this nature are also practiced. The press is · the "mouthpiece" or 
organ tor this dualism. The feud is waged primarily in the editorials 
of' the neWBpapers and periodicals (conservative and progressive). This 
"war of' words" follows a pattern of' action and reaction, of'f'ensive am 
defensive, counter-of'f'ensive and counter-defensive. 
It is rather ironical that the cause of' disunity among the American 
slovenes centers around spiritual values which were intended to teach 
brotherly love. 
37. Enakopravnost, Editorial, ~onvencija Hrvatske Bratske Zajednice," 
October 6, 1947, P• 2. 
38. Enakopravnost, Editorial, "Vatikan in Mussolini," March 21, 1947, 
P• 2. 
39. ,4merisk& pomovina, "Slovene! in demokracija," June 2, 1947, p. 2. 
Slovene Nationality, Slovene Nationalism and Slovene 
Divisionalism as Preserved· in the united States 
Slovenian National Homes 
Slovene "National Homes" (Dom) were built to be the center of 
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activity in the Slovene communities. The social and cultural purpose 
of these "halls" can be somewhat compared to the Jmerican settlement 
houses. Each National Home which was built, however, had a bar {bara) 
where the members would be able to come together and have that "glass 
of sweet Slovene wine" (sladko vince), after a long day of hard work. 
Since the hall had to pay tor itselt, rental tees were charged for the 
numerous Slovene activities which were actively engaged in by the 
people, namely, dances, plays, operettas, marriages, festivities and 
meetings ot the various lodges. 
Slovene National Homes were built within the various parish-
communities. In some ot the larger cities one can tind. as many as 
five or more Slovene halls (Cleveland has tive). Edifices ot this 
kind can be found in the Slovene parish communities in the united States 
such as Barberton, Cleveland and Lorain in Ohio; Bethlehem, Forest City, 
Johnston• Pittsburg and Steelton in Pennsylvania; Chicago, Joliet, 
La Salle and WaUkegan in Illinois; Chisholm, Ily, Gilbert, Greaney, 
New Duluth and St. Stephens (Rice) in Minnesota; Calumet and Detroit 
in Michigsn; !41lwaukee, Sheboygan, West Allis and Williard in Wisconsin; 
Pueblo, Denver and Leadville in Colorado; :Fontana .and San Francisco in 
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california; Bridgeport, Connecticut; New York City, New York; Anaoondia 
and Meaderville in Montana; Indianapolis, Indiana; Kansas City, Kansas; 
Rook Springs, Wyoming.40 
Publications 
Latest figures available show that in the year 1947,41 there were 
thirteen Slovene publications published in the United States. They 
were: .Ameriska Domovina, a conservative daily newspaper published in 
Cleveland, Ohio 1 4ve Maria, a conservative monthly review published in 
Lemont, Illinois; Ena.kopravnost, a progressive daily newspaper published 
in Cleveland, Ohio; Glas Naroda, a progressive daily newspaper published 
in New York City; Glas SDZ (Voice of SDZ), a conservative weekly news-
paper published in Cleveland, Ohio; Majski Glas, radical progressive, 
published in Chicago, Illinois; Nova Doba (Voice of ~Z), a progressive 
weekly newspaper published in Cleveland, Ohio; Novi Svet, a monthly 
review published in Chicago, Illinois; Proletarec, a sooialist weekly 
new~per published in Chicago, Illinois; Prosveta (Voice of SNPJ), a 
progressive daily newspaper published in Chicago, Illinois. 
40. jmeriski Druzinski Koledar, Leto, 1948, Vol. 34, P• 5. 
41. Ibid., "Slovensko oasopisje v Ameriki," PP• 60-65. 
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Of the four daily newspapers published, only one, the Prosveta, 
is affiliated with a benefit and fraternal organization (drustvu). 
~1 the other daily newspapers are privately owned and operated. Of 
the four dailies, only one, the Ameriska Domovina (.American Home) is 
operated as an "organ" of the conservative Slovenes. All the others, 
Prosveta, En&kopravnost, and the Glas Naroda are orienU&d progressively. 
The latest published circulation figures of these four Slovene dailies 
are as follows: AmeriBk! Domovina, 8,600; frosveta, 15,616; Enakoprav-
nost, 7,162; Glas Naroda, 3,4oo.42 
In 194543 and 194644 the Enakopravnost was the property of the 
.American Jugoslav Printing Compa~. It was edited by Mary Evancich. 
It operated under the administration of William A. Sitter. Its local 
address was 6281 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. The editor-in-
chief of the ,Amerisk& Domovina during 194s45 and 194646 was James 
Debevec and the assistant editor was Frank J. Turek. The A,meriska 
Domovina was ovmed and operated by Victor Knaus and James Debevec. 47 
The local address was 6117 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio • 
42. .!ll,!g,., P• 63. 
43. J.meriski Druzinski Koledar, "Slovenski casopisi v A.meriki," ~· ~·, 
P• 165. 
44. ~., "Slovensko casopisje v Ameriki," Leto, 1946, Vol. 32, PP• 152-
153. 
45. 
.1J2.!g..' Leto, 1945, P• 165. 
46. iliA·· Leto, 1946, P• 152. 
47. Ibid. 
In 1948, the president of the Enakopravnost was Vatro Grill, 48 
the editor was John BostJancic and the adminstrator of the paper was 
Anthony Stritot. 
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Today the Slovene newspapers, both conservative and progressive, 
are the strongest core Which sustains, governs and helps to formulate 
the Slovene attitudes, ideas and values in the United states. The idea 
behind the newspaper is to give a Slovene interpretation of the social, 
political and economic situation in America. News is gathered from the 
Jmeriean press, published and then commented upon in the editorials. 
The newspapers attempt to give the people a better knowledge and conscious-
ness ot government am politics so that they can better acquaint them-
selves with government policy as well as elected public servants. Party 
platforms are scrutinized; party and independent votes of various 
representatives are weighed and balanced in relation to those political 
factors beneficial or detrimental to the Slovene people ( a Slovene 
usually votes the Democratic ticket). Criticism of various statutes 
and judicial pronouncements, and foreign and domestic policies are made 
in the editorials. At election time a newspaper usually will endorse 
candidates, the candidates who, in the opinion ot the newspaper, will 
work tor the benefit ot the people. 
48. Ibid., Leto, 1948, p. 64. 
Slovene Fraternal and Benefit Organizations 
Of the 250,000 Slovenes distributed throughout the united States, 
158,12049 are members of various Slovene brotherhood and fraternal 
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benefit organizations (drustve). These organizations play an important 
part in the preservation of national consciousness amoDg the people, 
since the original idea behind the societies was to preserve the Slovene 
nationality (drustvo means an association). 
The oldest benefit organization is the nationally-organized Kr~lsko 
SlovenSko Katoliska Jednpta, which has its headquarters in Joliet, 
Illinois. Organized as e@l"ly as 1894, it has a membership today of 
approximately 40,228 Slovenes.5° KSKJ is conservative. The second 
oldest nationally-organized benefit organization is the Ameriska Bratska 
zveza, which was founded in 1898. The jBZ has its headquarters in 
Ily, Minnesota, and it has a membership of approximately 27,116 Slovenes.5l 
This organization is progressive. The third nationally-organized and 
and nationally-strong fraternal organization is the Slovenska Naroda 
Podporna Jednota, which has 1 ts headquarters in Chicago, Illinois. 
Founded in 1905, it is today one of the strongest progressively-oriented 
Slovene organizations. SNPJ has a total membership of approxiii&tely 
49. jmeriski Druzinski Koledar, "Nekaj vaznih podatkov o nasih podpornih 
organizacijah," ..Ql2.• cit., p. 59. 
50 • Ibid. , p • 57 • 
51. .!ill· 
66,428 Slovenes.52 
Three other benefit organizations play an important role in 
formulating Slovene policy and opinion despite the fact that their 
activities are limited within the boundaries of individual States. 
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These organizations are: Zapadna Slovenska Zveza, Slovenska Dobrodelna 
Zvesa aM. Jugoslovenslta Podpor:na Zveza Sloga. ZSZ has its headquarters 
in Denver, Colorado. This society was founded in 1908 and latest 
figures show that it has a total membership of approximately 6,247 
Slovenea.53 It is conservative. SDZ has its headquarters in Cleveland, 
Ohio. This society was founded in 1910, and has today a total member-
ship of approximately 15,547 Slovenes.54 SDZ is conservative. JPZS, 
which was founded in 1915, has its headquarters in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
It is considered to be progressive. Latest figures show that this 
society has a total membership of approximately 2 1 554 Slovenea.55 
.&mo13g the other influential group organizations are two strong 
nation-wide women.•s federations and a catholic federation. These 
organizations are: J?rOf"'"eaai:i'Jlt-Sl.-~venke (progressive), whose head-
quarters is located in Cleveland, Ohio; Slovenske Zenske Zvesa 
52. ~ •• p~ 58. 
53. ~· 
54. Ibid., P• 59. 
55. Ibid. 
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(Slovenian Women's union ot America), a conservative organization 
which has its headquarters in Chicago, Illinois; Druzba Svete Druzine 
(Association ot the Holy Family), a conservative Catholic organization 
which has its headquarters in Joliet, Illinois. 
PAN SLAVISM AND TEE AMERICAN SLOVENES 
World War II and the ,American Slovenes 
" ••• On April 6th Hitler invaded Yugoslavia, 
crushed her ina week, then dismembered her. 
Now over a quarter of a million Serbians and 
Slovenes are in Nasi Fascist concentration 
camps. Thousams are bei:ng executed. Many out-
standing people of Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia 
either. have been killed or are in special 
prisons. (Oh, if we in America had only been 
able to get together and bring them over early 
in '39.) But aocording to report, the peoples 
of the one-time Yugoslavia regions are not defeated. 
They are waging a consistent g~erilla warfare ••• 
There is a tremendous passion in us, inhibited 
by our own limitations; by ·misgivings; by what 
we remember of the pre-'41 Y~oslavia; by what we 
knOw of Europe since 1920 ••• "1 
Before the Second World War began, hundreds of periodicals and 
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publications (leaflets, newspapers, magazines, books) were published 
in Slovenia and were sent to the American Slovenes. In 1941 there 
were as many as aeventeen2 Catholic publications alone which were 
available to the reading public. During the GerD&n and the Italian 
occupation of Slovenia and Yugoslavia, many of the periodicals and 
1. Louis Ad.amic, Two Way Passage, (New York and London: Har];8r &: 
Brothers Publishers, 1941), PP• 184-165. 
2. Fr. John La.Farge, .QE• cit., P• 70. 
and newspapers were forced out of existence. Some went l.Ulderground 
while others became instruments for German propaganda, 3 The most 
active voices during the war were the Catholic Press (Jugoslavenaka 
Tiskarna--Jugoslav .Printing Press) am the Slovene Partisan, Which 
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had been the active underground voice of the communist and socialistic 
forces since' the two were outlawed by King Ale:xander.4 The Slovenes 
in Jmerica received their war-time news from these two sources, the 
Jugoslavanska !iskarna am the Partisan Press, 
Both the Catholic Press am the Partisan Press flooded the ~ 
Slovene organizations and newspaper ' publishing houses in the U'ni ted 
States with their 11t~ature and propaganda. Brochures, pamphlets, 
newspapers, leaflets, magazines~ll were available to the American 
Slovene; each source cultivating a decided "slant" in their accounts 
of the war and the fight for the "liberation" of Slovellia and Jugo-
slavia. · 
J.s Slovene patriotism and Ethnic emotionalism grew parallel to 
the intensification of the war, the Slovene leadership in America 
began to make plans to launch a material assistance program to help 
3, ,4meriski Druzinski Koledar, "Podtalni Tisk v casu osvobodilne borbe," 
Ce.ne Kranjc, Leto, 1946, pp. 154-169, 
4. ~., PP• 155-169, 
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Slovenia. "Slovenia needs more than just sympathy. The Slovene home-
land needs the moral as well as the m$terial support of its dispersed 
flock of sons and daughters. Each American Slovene in loyalty to his 
fatherland)Jas a duty to give as much as his means will allow him to 
give."0 
The most logical place to begin this patriotic work to help the 
mother country was with the ~raternal benefit organizations. The opposing 
oonservati ve and progressive forces un1 ted in a program which was laUDChed 
to awaken the Slovene people in the united States to the growing serious-
ness of the Slovene problem. Within a short period of time, the major 
national fraternal organizations formed supervisory councils within tb.e 
various local lodges in the attempt to activate the Slovenes to their 
"sense of responsibility." The first meeting of the leading organisers 
of the national campaign to "help Slovenia" took place on April 19, 
1941, in Chicago, I1linois. 6 Nine of the largest fraternal beneficiary 
organizations were represented at this meeting. A program was formulated 
for the material support of Slovenia. .A. campaign was to be waged through 
the supervision of the various fraternal organizations in order to raise 
money for the "needy" kin across the sea. The delegates created a 
6. Vincent Cainkar, Ameriski Druzinski Koledar, "Nase simpatije in delo 
sa stare domovino," Leto, 1947, PP• 79-88. 
6. ~., P• 82. 
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central board which was given the name of the Jugoslovanslti odbor ( JPO) • 7 
An executive committee was appointed. The governing body consisted of the 
various leaders of the "aid for Slovenia" program and the various repre-
sentatives of the fra ternal organizations. Money and donations began to 
pour in. All contributions were acknowledged openly by publication in 
the local and fraternal beneficiary ''voices." 
As the war progressed and the ''slanted" accounts began to penetrate 
into this country, depicting the Civil War situation in Slovenia and 
Yugoslavia, confusion arose among the various Slovene elements in the 
TJni ted States. With the confusion there arose another problem. What to 
do with the money which was accumulating from individual donations. There 
was no reliable source or channel through which the money could be de-
livered to the homeland. 
By 1942, the renewal of a "schism" between the war-time conservatiye-
progressive coalition was once more evident. While the progressives were 
reading "praises'' to the "Narodnem Odporu" (Tito•s National :Soard) and 
the Osvobodilna Fronts. (Tito's Liberation Movement), the conservatives 
were hearing and reading reports from such men as Father John La.Farge who 
was warning the Slovenes of the ''serious deception and delivery on the 
part of the conmunist agenoies."S Letters were coming into the United 
7. ~-
e. Fr. John LaFarge, ~· cit., PP• 569-570. 
States from the Clergy in Slovenia. 
"One m11st bear in mind today in our country 
everything is •communistic • which is not part-
and-parcel of fascism and nazism. ~ active 
resistance to the commtlnists is punished by death. 
People are constantly between two fires."9 
Communism was responsible for the "crucifixion of Slovenia." 
" ••• communism of the reddest hue has taken 
roots in Slovenia under the 'Liberation 
Front' banner. Immediately after Italy's 
occupation of Slovenia, the communists went to 
work launching an extensive propaganda program 
whereby a~ unsuspecting Catholics were caught. 
The 'Liberation Front' which is trying to 
identify itself with Slovenian nationalism is anti-
Slovenian, anti-Italian and anti-catholic. The 
Italian occupation forces have identified. Slovenian 
nationalism with communism,nlO 
The conservative-progressive conflict resulted in tbe official 
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schism at the nationalistic Congress which was held in Cleveland, Ohio, 
on December 5-6, 1942,11 The 421 delegates present represented every 
class of the Slovenes: the worker, the Clergy, the professions. 
Furthermor e, representatives were sent from the Slovene newspapers, 
beneficiary and fraternal organizations, and other cultural organiza-
tiona. The idea was to establish a concrete political policy and 
9. R. P. Fljnik, "Nazis, Fascists, Communists Combine to Crucify 
Catholic Slovenia," America, December 5, 1942, pp. 230-231. 
10. ~., p. 231. 
11. Ameriski Druzinski Koledar, "Nasa simpatije in delo za stare 
domovino,u Leto, 1947, p. 62. 
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program for the American Slovene to follow in regard to Slovenia in 
particular and Jugoslavia in general. In the conflict, the conserva-
tive bloc walked out, thereby resigning from any further participation 
in the work of the Congress. The formulation and the establishment of 
a "political program toward Slovenia" was left to the progressive forces 
at the Congress, who inaugurated plans for a strong and active social-
political program. The Slovenian American National Peoples Organization 
(Slovenski .Ameriski narodni svet-SANS) was organized in order to carry 
out this program.l2 The purpose of SANS was to direct and conduct a 
political as well as a social welfare program which the American Slovenes 
were to follow in their attitudes toward the mother country. In 1943, 
SAl~ was represented at the meeting of the Zdruzeni odbor .iuznoslovanskih 
4merikanPev-•ZOJSA (united Commdttee of South Slavic Americans) of which 
Louis Adamic was the president .13 
ZOJSA was a pro-Tito organization which included first, only the 
Slovenes, Croats and Serbs, and later, all the other South Slav nation-
alities, including the Macedonians and the Bulgars. ZOJSA was the first 
organization in America to include all the "Jugo" Slav nationalities. 
The board for the "united relief action for Jugoslavia, ZOJSA.," had its 
headquarters in New York City. 
12. ~., ttSANS in JPO-SS," PP• 128-131. 
13. ~., P• 129. 
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As the official agency ( a standing bureau) of the Slovenes, SANS 
waged a continued campaign for the Slovene relief fund and took over 
most of the work of the first-organized JPO-SS. One of the greatest 
projects which was undertaken by this bureau was a campaign to raise 
$150,000 for a children's hospital in Slovenia.l4 This hospital which 
was built in Ljublana, Jugoslavia, is today called the Otroska Klinika. 
By 1947, approximately one million dollars was sent to Tito's Slovenia 
and Jugoslavia through the work of JPO-SS, SANS and ZOJSA.l5 
1944-1948 and Pan Slavism 
Throughout 1944 the Slovene newspapers in the United States were 
full of accounts which depicted the plunders of the 1~zis throughout 
Slovenia. "Germany must never become a power again. "16 Great joy was 
expressed tha.t "Germany did not succeed in killing the Russian and 
Slavic spirit. The Russians have won the victory over the Germans. 
Now the Slavic spirit prevails over the German exploiters. The fascist 
brutality is squelched. The Russian (Slavonic) armies which marched 
into Berlin crushed tbe 'serpent's head.' The 'poisonous fangs' of 
14. Ibid., "Iifase simpatije in delo za staro domovino," Leto, 1947, p. 87. 
15. Ibid. 
16. .A.meriska Domovina, "Poljski se boje 'odresenja' po Rusih," editorial, 
January 12, 1944. 
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Germany will no longer hover over the Slavic lands and the Slavonic 
peoples."17 Letters which revealed the conditions in Slovenia as the 
aftermath of the German and the Nazi "barbarism" made the front pages 
of' the press. The editorials of' both the conservative and the progress-
ive newspapers were actively engaged as a force against Germanism. 
Warnings were given against the dangers of the renewal of' the 
dynastic feudalistic system of' Central Europe. ''The return of' the 
Hapsburgs will mean the renewal of' feudalistic elements in central and 
eastern Europe, and it will mean t he subjugation of the Slovenes and 
the Slavic peasants to the aristocratic overlords."l8 It was felt 
that "precaution should be taken lest Pan Germanism should bring back 
the old regime again. It is the Pan Germans Who selected Hitler. They 
also selected Bismarck and Kaiser Wilhelm. The old Pan Germans have 
died but the young ones which are coming after them are stronger and 
less merciful. It is the Pan German dream to conquer the entire world 
and to colonize the Balkans once again.nl9 The united States was 
warned to be especially alert to those "Pan Germans Who have migrated 
to the United States under false pretenses to control the petroleum 
17. Ibid. 
18 • ..!1!!9:.., "Pangermanistvo ni umrlo," editorial, January 27, 1944. 
19. Ibid. 
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industry in this country. To these Pan German aspirant, Deutschland 
uber alles is still a living part of their hopes. The united States 
should also take precautions against those Germans who will be smuggled 
into this country to take part in the comdng peace negotiations (San 
Francisco). Hitler fell just like the Kaiser and Bismarck before him. 
However, the fact is not to be overlooked that there is always another 
'little man' in the low German class who can fulfill the purpose of the 
Pan German exploiters. Once the Pan Germans will be allowed to regain 
their power they will find this man and start to prepare for another 
world war.~20 It was felt that the "German people should sober up and 
not allow itself to be swayed by those exploiters who have caused the 
Germans to be one of the most hated peoples in the world."21 
The question was not "what should be done to Germacy. The allies 
should build a strong world around Germe.ey in order to prevent any 
further German aggression. The world needs a strong Poland, a strong 
Belgium, and a strong Jugoslavia. The allies should march with Russia 
up to the door of Berlin and crush the 'head' of the wiley serpent. 
Germacy should have been crushed after the first world war."22 The 
world was forewarned against the possible "deception of the 'poor' 
20. Ibid. 
21. Ibid. 
22. ~·, "Ni zdravo gazi ti malih na.rodov," editorial, September 9, 1944. 
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German nation; or that Germany was only the 'tool' in the hands o:f 
Hitler and others. Without the Germans there would not have been a 
Hitler. The German nation is the one which chose its leaders and the 
nation is the one which took up the gun and the grena.de.n23 The :feeling 
was expressed that "the Germans were led astray because they were not 
'lucky' in their plundering. The Germans are suffering :from their own 
arrogance and greed :for supremacy. Because o:r their merciless plunder 
there is to be no sympathy :for the present German 'misfortune and 
humility' ."24 
The German Junkers became a point of concern at the close o:f the 
war. It was felt that "these pan Germans are once more going to remake 
Germany.n25 The Allies were called upon to "create a peace which will 
be based on the guarantee that Germany will never be able to make war 
again and to do what she did in the past when all the nations shook 
:first before Bismarck, then the Kaiser and then before the :fury o:f 
Hitler. Only the democracies are the guarantee of a lasting peace .n26 
Vfuen news of the coming Big Three meeting (Yalta, 1945) was anno:.moed, 
it was :felt that "now is the time to work out a harmonious program o:f 
:friendship between the Slavs and the West. They should unite and work 
for the preservation of the world against the possible return of Germany 
23 • ..!:21.!!•• "Nemcija pije svoji zdravilo," editorial, February 27, 1945. 
24 • .!..Q.i9.., "Zacetek in konec Velike Nemoije," editorial, June 4, 1945. 
25. Ibid., "Hitlerjiv novi red se je prekucnil," editorial, May lo, 1945. 
26. Ibid. 
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and Germanism."27 It was feared that "once Germany will get one of 
the Great Powers on her side, the world and the Slovenes (Slavs) will 
be back to the position they were in in 1939. There is no such thing 
as a trial period for the Germans. They only know how to take advantage 
of situations."28 
A.f'ter the announcement of the signing of the German agreement (Yalta, 
1945) by the Allies, the idea was expressed that the agreement was a ••be-
traya,l."29 It was felt that "the agreement makes t:ta 'enemy' a 'friend' 
(Germany). The Allies forgot that they were dealing with a nation which 
caused the shedding of blood by a million of innocent souls ."30 The 
conclusion was made that ttthe methodical conquest of the Slovenes and 
others by the Germans is aggressive, imperialistic, and enslaving."31 
When the West saw the menacing dangers of communism to the free 
world and took steps to remake Germany, the progressive press protested. 
"The German question is the most important thing for the Slavs to con-
sider, now that the West is remaking Germany into a new tool of aggression. 
In s:1ch a capacity, Germany will once more threaten the development of 
2 7 • .!..2.i.9.. 
28. Ibid. 
29 • .ill!!•• "Kulturni boj," editorial, December 18, 1946. 
30. 112i!!· 
31. Ibid., May 10, 1945, .QE• ill• 
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the peace-loving peoples throughout Europe as it (Germany) will once 
again begin to threaten European civilization which was saved in World 
War II through the united action of the democratic West and the Slavic 
forces."32 The following comment was made by the progressive press 
after the "Tripartite" meeting of Poland, Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia 
(February 18-19, 1948). "The governments of the three Slav nations are 
convinced that cooperation among the Jugoslavs, Poles and Czechs is 
needed in order to create a new defensive against the renewal of fascist 
and German aggression. The .oonference of ministers were representatives 
of those countries which were most directly affected by the Germany 
danger. The conference established a new bond of security for a lasting 
peace in Europe."33 
Some of the most potent forces in the rekindling of the Pan Slavonic 
hopes were the .A.llied-Slavonio victories after 1944. The ''summit" point, 
however, of the Pan Slavic fervor was experienced when the Russian 
(Slavonic) forces marched into .the 'heart' of Germanism, Berlin. "It 
is human nature that love exists among the Slavs who are close in language, 
origin and history. The Slavs have a great kinship and their great 
affinity lies in their language. Because of this affinity it is natural 
3.2. EnakOpravnost, "Slovanske _drzave in v prasanje Nemcije," editorial, 
March 2, 1948. 
33. Ibid. 
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that there is a desire among the Slavs to wish the best to their kin 
whether they be big or small. The Slovenes who are a small people are 
especially proud to look at the Slavic 'Big' Brother with especial 
enthusiasm. It is a natural thing then that the small Slavs desire to 
have ties with Russians when they (Slovenes) are oppressed by the 
Germans."34 Furthermore, "it is a great thing that the South Slavic 
nations ha.ve come together even though they were, through foreign in-
fluences, enemies during the war (Bulgaria). The friendship of the 
Slavonic nations must be preserved and protected and the reactionaries 
must not be allowed to plant seeds of enmity among the Slavs, making 
the slavic nations fight against each other in their united struggle 
for liberty and freedom of all the Slavs. The one desire the Slav has 
is that he wishes to be his own master, in his own house. He wishes 
to live in peace and freedom. The plan has always been to isolate the 
Slavic nations."35 It was expressed that "disunion among the Slavs" 
is not a natural thing. It is sown by the enemies of the Slavs in the 
desire to enslave the independent Slavic DB.tions. There is no cause 
for ha.tred among the Slavs. The Slavs have always been bartered for 
imperialistic gold. It is this fact which has created a chaos in 
Slavonic relations."36 
34. .Ameriska Domovina, ''Komunizem nesreca Slovanov,"editorial, 
March 10, 1947. 
35. Enakopravnost, "Jugoslovansko-Bolgarski sporazum," editorial, 
August 13, 1947. 
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The question once more arose. Who was to be the "prime mover," 
the "Mother Slava," the leader of Slavdom in the twentieth century? 
The most logical answer seemed to be Russia. Didn't Russia, the 
''Mother Slava" crush the serpent's head with her own Slavonic heel? 
Wasn't post-World War II Russia the answer to the dreams of Krizanic, 
Kollar, Palacky, Stur, Benes, Masaryk? The American Slovenes like the 
Slavs in the past were divided in opinion. Why? The reason lies in 
the progressive-conservative conflict. It is important to understand 
this conflict because those factors which make up the "divisionalism" 
resulted in a dual attitude among the American Slovenes. Two factors 
stand out in particular, first, the religious problem (anti-clericalism), 
and then the conservative-progressive conflict as a result of the 
wartime social-political rift. 
The conservatives were of the opinion that Russia would be the 
answer if Russia was Slavonic Ra.ssia. "Soviet Russia is not Slavonic 
Russ1a.n37 Sympathy was expressed for the Russian Slav who "is under 
the irreligious and imperialistic cloak of communism. Soviet Russia 
is a deceit. Communism is being made the tool for the Russian nation-
alists who inaugurated a program of Russian nationalistic imperialism. 
This nationalistic imperialistic program is to be feared just like any 
other imperialistic program. Soviet Russia is not Slavonic Russia. The 
present regime is a Jewish and a German confusion which operates under 
the forces of Marxism, which have enslaved the Slavs. The 'Big Russian• 
37. J.meriska Domovina, .Ql!• m., llarch 10, 1947. 
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people have to genuflect before Stalin who isn't even a Russian, better 
yet a Slav. Communism is hiding under the glory, goodness and hospital-
ity of the Russian people. The Russians and the Slavs are suffering 
because of non-slavic communism. Karl Marx, himself, was especially 
disdainful of the Slavs. Communism is a foreign imperialistic force 
which is exploiting the Russian people as well as the entire Slavic 
The opinion was expressed by the conservatives that "the Russians 
are a good people. There wouldn't be an 'iron curtain' if communism 
would be extinguished. The Russian people could be the greatest of 
friends to the Americans. They love liberty and freedom. The only 
alternative left for the Slavs is endurance. Freedom for all the Slavs 
is yet to come. Dic..tators and leaders have come and gone but nationality 
endures forever. When the 'iron curtain' will once more rise, the 
world will be one liberated family. There is no Russia today. The 
Bolsheviks have made 'Mother Russia' into the Soviet union.n39 Further-
more, •ithe Russian is a slave of the nation. His only duty is to obey. 40 
The conservative feeling was that ''the Russian people would never dream 
of overthrowing the American democracy. Their dream is how they can 
shake off the comnunist dictatorship."41 Personal feelings were 
38. .ill!l.· 
39. ~., "Vlada se ni narod," editorial, December 17, 1946. 
40. Ibid., "Ali su~ dve demokraciji?", editorial, April 2, 1947. 
41. ~., "Boj ne gre Rusiji, ampak njeni totalitarni vladi," 
editorial, April 9, 1947. 
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exposed. ''The Slovenes love all the Slavs. Slovene pride is chagrined 
when the world 'wrongly' assooiates the Slavs with the communistic 
menace. The Slovenes (Slavs) protest against the •abuse' of the Slavic 
name when it is associated with communism.n42 
Conservative comment insisted that there was a decided difference 
between Slavonic Russia and Soviet Russia. "Love for the Russian Slavs 
and Slavonic Russia is a beautiful thing. However, there are two Russias, 
Slavonic Russia and communistic Russia. The former is enslaved by the 
latter. The Russian Slavs are under the tyraney of foreign oppressors, 
namely, Stalin and his 'clique.' The hope that the Second World War would 
bring liberty to the 'enslaved and Bolshevized' Russian was not fulfilled 
for the Russian who warred for his country against the enslavement of the 
'Moscow clique.' Once the Russian nation is liberated, there will be a 
brighter and better future for all the Slavonic nations.n43 
The conservative Slovenes warned the American Slovenes (Progressives) 
who were, supposedly, "genuflecting before 'Mother Russia', n44 and who 
were "under the deception that the post-war Russia is Slavonic. 'Asiatic' 
Russia will sell all the Slavs for a 'faj:f'a tob&ka' (pipeful of tobacco) ."45 
42. Ibid., "Zloraba Slovanstvo," editorial, April 6, 1948. 
43. ~., "Dve Rusiji," editorial, January 20, 1945. 
44. ~., "Pape£ je fasist, vpijejo Rusi," editorial, February 4, 1944. 
45. Ibid. 
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Furthermore, "communism is the great Russian error. The admiration for 
communistic Russia is wrong.n46 
The conservative claimed that the Soviet foreign policy was 
"imperialistic. Russia wants more of the world. She wants the control 
of the Dardanelles and the Mediterranean Sea, Salonik.a and Trieste."47 
Moreover, ·~ussia wants to establish her control over all the Slavs in 
general. "48 
Comparing Russia's foreign policy with Slavonic imperialism, the 
conservative view was that "Russia would be doing a gratifying deed to 
the world if she were outspreading herself in the name of Slavic brother-
hood and love, so that the Slavonic influence would be advanced all over 
the world. However, since Russia is communistic, all her imperialistic 
intentions will have to be squelched. She is propagating communism and 
not Slavism. Communism has to be driven from the world. It is corrupt-
ing Slavism and all human Clllture and dignity in general. It is im-
possible to have a lasting peace when the nations involved are not God-
fearing. The Slavs do have a 'natural' love toward Russia but that love 
must not cloud the Russian 'error' ... 49 The warnings came as early as 
1945. "Who wouldn't be happy to have the Russian arrey march into Berlin? 
But Russia today is only a deception. Soviet Russia has designs to 
46 • .!J2.i9.., "Mi in Rusija," editorial, July 11, 1945. 
47. ~·· "!erst-veliko Slovensko vprasanje," editorial, SeJ?tember 10, 1945. 
48. 
49. 
Ibid., ''Medved na Balkanll,'' editorial, Ootober 16, 1944. 
Ibid. "Ruski Imperializem," editorial, January 30, 1945. 
_, 
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embrace the Slavs am then to choke them. n50 
"Beware of the Russian communistic nationalistic imperialismJ 
Russia's diplomacy is forceful and therefore, successful. If something 
isn't done shortly, the Balkans will be lost.n5l The view was expressed 
that "Russia bas designs to engulf all the small nations in the Balkans.n52 
It was claimed that "the world must reckon with a Soviet Russian and the 
sooner the West gets to know her, the better off the world will be as a. 
whole. A bright future will only be in store when the 'Slavic heart' 
will onoe more beat in Russia. Only the 'Slavic heart' is free from 
selfishness and self-interests."53 
Proof that the Russian program was imperialistic and nationalistic 
was offered by .the conservatives before the war ended. ~ussia does not 
want the German soil. She wants an opening to the sea."54 The greatest 
argument for the conservatives in their search to expose Russia's nation-
alistic, communistic imperialism was the Czech coup of 1947. The Czech 
coup was referred to as the "Czech tragedy,n55 by the conservatives. "The 
Czech coup proves that there is no possible compromise or cooperation with 
coumuniam. Communism desires to create slaves of all peoples in the 
so. ~-
51. Ibid., "Cilji Rusiji na Balkanu," editorial, JIJB.y 22, 1944. 
52. ill.9:,., "Svoboda za mae in velike," editorial, "ifay 31, 1944. 
53. Ibid., "Morda je umetna mrena na oceh glede Rusiji," editorial, 
July 24, 1944. 
54. lli.9:.•, "Zakaj ne sel preseknik v MoskVo?", editorial, November 19, 
1944. 
55. Ibid., "Zavajevanja po nacrtu," editorial, March 4, 1948. 
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twentieth cant ury. "56 Furthermore, "The Czechs were deceived by the 
thought that Russia is a Slavic nation. This deception has caused the 
Czechs to embrace the Soviet policy.u57 The Czech coup was compared 
to "the czech betrayal of .March 14, 1939,"58 when Emil Hacha, the 
Czechoslovak president signed the "death note of the Czechoslovakian 
nation, in Berlin."59 
Further cormnent was made by the conservatives in the appraisal of 
t:t.e 6zech coup and the Slavic idealism. "SI!olvation will be found in 
the Sokol Slavonic spirit. The true Slavic Sokol will never die among 
the czechs. It will remain passive in the hearts of the Czech people 
until the opportune time will come for the liberation of the Slavs from 
communism. The Sokol spirit can never die and the time will soon come 
whent the .i. !spbit of _Tyrst. (Dr. Miroslav Tyrs--one of the founders of 
Sokol in Prague, 1862) will direct the Slavs to the true Slavic liberty 
and democracy. ·when that time comes, all the 'steel muscles' (Czechs 
.in particular, Slavs in general) will throw their 'dynamite' into the 
the fight in order to free the Slav from the communist enslavement. 
Slavic brothers and sisters, that which is in the hearts of the Slavs 
is everlasting. Sokol, the true Slavic heart will beat forever. Pre-
pare and organize for the future salvation.n60 
56. Ibid. 
57. ~ .. "Ob .Masarykov smuk," editorial, March 19, 1948. 
58. Ibid., "Bog zivi vas Slovenski svet," editorial, .March 12, 1948. 
59. 1.2i9:.·. "Drugi Haena," editorial. 
60. 
.!lti:.9.·. "Kaj pravite~ Sokoli?", editorial, April 13, 1948. 
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Was the answer in the West? The conservatives voiced the hope 
that "the West and the United States will act as a safeguard against 
the Russian and German menace.••61 It was felt that "san Francisco 
will deterudne the fate of the small nations. The nations Which are 
tied to Moscow may have their chance to voice their rights of liberty 
and democracy. There is hope in the Polish idea. If the Polish idea 
wins out (that each country would be free to choose its own form of 
government) then there will be hope for Jugoslavia. The 'long-awaited' 
aspiration may soon be fulfilled, a free and democratic Jugoslavia ... 62 
The United States was called ~•on the carpet" for nthe Jugoslav 
tragedy."63 The conservative view was that the "Jugoslav tragedy" 
was the making of Yalta (1945). "At Yalta, the Big Powers promised 
Poland, Rumania, Jugoslavia and Bulgaria a free election in which they 
would be able to choose their own leadership so that they would be able 
to liberate themselves from their oppressors. Why doesn't the united 
States take steps to fulfill this promise? Without the help of the 
United States and the Allies, Stalin would have never been able to 
achieve what ha did achieve at the (Yalta) conference. It (Yalta) was . 
a victory for communism!"64 
61 • .1J2..!.9:., "Mir ne zavise ob malih naradov," editorial, April 24, 1945. 
62 • .!!2.!.9-. 
63. l.B!!!•• "Sporazum v Jalti," editorial, April 7, 1947. 
64. Ibid. 
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In 1948 the conservatives celebrated the lOOth anniversary of the 
birth of Pan Slavism by expressing the Non-Russian Slavic hope for the 
future coming of the true "Mother Slava". ":March 13, 1948 will commem-
orate the lOOth, anniversary of the 1848 revolution in Vienna. The year 
1848 is one of the most significant years in the history of the Slovenian 
(Slavonian) peoples as it brought a rebirth to the Slovenes (Slavs). 
Bog zivi ves Slovenski svet 
brata vse, 
ltar nas je, 
sinov, slovence ma.tere.*" 
--Franc Preseren65 
''The Pan Slavic hope for Slavic unity has long been a part of 
the Slovenian (Slavic) aspirations. We are a small people in number. 
It is a natural thing that we (Slovenes) look to other Slav nations 
for support. The interest between Slavs resides in literature, history 
and the arts. The Slovenian leaders have always desired to have politi-
cal ties with the other Slav leaders eo that they might be able to work 
in mutuality and cooperation. We Slovenes have a deep sympathy for all 
Slavic nations, Russia included. The tragedy resides in the fact that 
these nations (Slavonic) have become 'victims' of the communistic tragedy. 
65. Ibid., "Bog zivi ves Slovenski svet," March 12, 1948. 
• (Translated by s. M. Cernigoj: 
May God bless the entire Slavonic world, 
All brothers 
Th.a t we are , 
Sons of the Mother of Slava.) 
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Bog resi Rusi.io. (God save Russia.)tt66 The warning was given that 
t'the brotherly love that we Slovenes have for o:.u- 'big' brother, 
Russia, should not cloud the fact that Russia is now a communistic 
danger. No Slovene should allow himself to be 'seduced' by the hopes 
of 'Slava' and close his eyes to the 'sins' of the communists. There 
is hope to be found in the near future. Our people and our kin may 
soon be freed from communism. Then they will be able to determine 
their own political destiny and policy. " 07 
The Progressives, on the other hand, felt that, yes, Russia was 
the answer. Didn't she save the Slavs from the "hated" Germanism 
(fascism)? Didn't she prove that she is the "redeemer of the entire 
Slavic world? Didn't she show her true Slavonic love to her "brother" 
Slavs? 
The reason for the emphatic "yes" relates back to a number of 
factors. It reverts back primarily to the wartime conservative-
progressive conflict and the progressive activities during the war 
{\VWII) in this cotmtry. All d:.u-ing the war, the progressive press 
featured a pro-Tito propaganda which came from the sources of Tito's 
Partisan Press in Jugoslavia. The conservative-progressive long-




the progressives and the conservatives. It will be remembered that the 
conservatives were anti-Tito primarily because Tito was a communist and 
Titoism was a communistic program. Religion was the basis for the con-
servative evaluation of Tito, Titoism and communism. Communism was ir-
religious, atheistic, · anti-Gatholic, anti-church, anti-clerical. As a 
result, the conservatives were anti-Tito, anti-Titoism, anti-Soviet 
Russia and anti-Soviet Bloo. 
The progressives, on the other hand; were pro-Tito, pro-Titoism 
and pro-Soviet Bloc. As a result of Tito•s union in the Soviet Bloc, 
the progressives were inclined to be sympathetic toward the Soviet 
Union and communism. The feeling existed among the progressives that 
the true pan Slavic hope of a solidarity of equal Slavs had been 
realized through the efforts of "Soviet"Russia and caused these 
Slovenes to become more enthusiastic toward the twentieth century 
Russian Pan Slavic program. In this belief, the progressives helped 
to spread propaganda for Russia, for communism, for socialism and for 
the Soviet Bloc. ~ussia is the great Slavonic ' Mother Slava.' She 
wants to be friends with the United States, the United Nations and 
the world, because she is Slavonic. There is nothing to fear. Communism 
and socialism are not dangers. They are democratic measmoes which will lr.i.ng 
democracy to the workers and peasants of the long-oppressed Slavic 
nations. The Soviet Bloc is the true fulfillment of the Pan Slavic 
hopes. Isn't it a unity of Slavic equals? The idea of the Soviet 
Bloc is to unite and solidify in order to safeguard the individual 
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nationalistic independence of all the Slavic peoples, , tre Slovenes 
included."68 Furthermore the progressives were on the defensive against 
any attack upon the Soviet Bloc (Slavdom). All the non-Slavic, anti-
Slavic policies were ''an attempt to disunite the Slavs. The anti-
Slavic world wishes to divide the 'spoils' of Slavdom. The Allied 
anti-Soviet Bloc and anti-communist action is proof enough that the 
West is a 'bloc' against Slavdom. There are 'two' blocs. n69 The 
Marshall Plan and the Truman Doctrine were 'proof evidence' that the 
West was anti-Soviet Bloc (Slavdom) because they favor "Germanism. 
The West wishes to see Germanism return.1170 The western reaction against 
the Czech coup afforded further comment. "The West is anti-Slavic. 
The Czechs are Slavs. They wish to unite in solidarity and unity with 
their blood relations in an 'equal' union of Slavs.n7l 
The conservatives were anti-Tito because "Tito like Stalin 
opposes the Church and all religious dignities.n72 Furthermore, "the 
people in Jugoslavia want a new and clean Jugoslavia, one which will 
be different from the old-court-fashioned Jugoslavia (King Alexander, 
Prince Paul---the Serbian Karageorge dynasty). The Slovenes want the 
kind of Jugoslavia which will guarantee to them a real democracy and a 
68. Donald Bell, "Komunizem ima svoje meje," Enakopravnost, editorial, 
October 30, 1945. 
69. Enakopravnost, ''Novo Udrikanje po Rusiji," editorial, July 15, 1947 • 
70. ~., "Pojska in Obnova. Nemciji," editorial, February 13, 1948. 
71. .!ll.iQ.., "Trpke Obtozbe Ceskoslovanskega Pressednika Edvarda Benesa, 11 
editorial, February 25, 1948. 
72. Ameriska. Domovina, "Svobodna Jugoslavia," editorial, June 12, 1945. 
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real liberty in a federal type of government. The centralism of the 
pre-war Jugoslavia was a hindrance. It deterred the development of 
democratic life. Old Jugoslavia is buried and no one wants her back 
again. Above all, no one wants the small 'Serbian clique' . in Belgrade 
which had supreme power in the mechanics of the pre-war government. 
This clique dictated to the Slovenian party. The~ leaders of the 
Slovenian Peoples Party were imprisoned under the old regime. We 
Slovenes want a federal Jrogram which will work for a democratic 
Jugoslavia. We want a program which will mean political progress. 
We want a program which will be free from the present conmunistic 
'parasite' :n73 
The rebuttal to the conservative claims came from those who 
''paid tribute" to Tito and those who were sincerely convinced that 
Tito would bring democracy to Jugoslavia and Slovenia. 
"Zivila Svoboda: 
Zivel Marshal Tito:n74 
The general opinion among the progressive forces was that "the 
Jugoslav people are on the 'open' road to liberty and brotherhood. The 
federal democratic government of the People's Republic of Jugoslavia 
will have a basis for a sincere and 'glorious • future."75 
73 • ..re.Y!•• "Stara in nova Jugoslavia," editorial, November 14, 1945. 
74. Enakopravnost, editorial, July 10, 1944. 
75. ~., "SANS je poslal cestitke mar. Titu, slovenski vladi in 
presedniu ANVOJ," December 5, 1945, P• 1. 
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As for communism, "it is true that Tito is a communist. However, he is 
also a realist, and he has respect for human rights and laws, and human 
justice. Wasn't Tito nominated for the presidency by the people? Didn't 
the people make him the leader of the People's Party? Didn't he lead a 
peoples' Party Which was similar to the one which nominated Clement 
Attlee in Great Britain?"76 It was felt that "the opponent of the ~ 
Jugoslavia are working against the Jugoslav people. Those who claim 
that there is no religious freedom in Jugoslavia and that Tito oppresses 
the practices of religion are telling lies and falsehood. Things have 
changed in Jugoslavia only in the respect that there is a new religious 
policy toward the Church. In the past the Catholic Church bad direct 
share in the affairs of the State. Today tP~s policy no longer exists. 
The complaints and the grumbles about religious oppression in Jugo-
slavia are coming from those who in the past profited from the pre~war 
dictatorship in Jugoslavia. The dissatisfaction with the present regime 
is due primarily to the loss of power and prestige in the government ."77 
A commentary made a comparison between Tito's democracy ani the 
Church. "The power of the Vatican (hierarchy of the Church) is built 
from the top down instead of from the bottom to the top as a true 
76. ~., Ethin Kristan, "Ustava nove Jugoslavije," editorial, 
February 13, 1946. 
77 • .Il2.!.2:,.,"Vera v .Jugoslaviji," editorial, July 31, 1947. 
democracy should be built."78 "There is no religious problem in 
Jugoslavia. Religion is the question of the man's soul and man's 
conscience. Man carries his soul and conscience with him always. 
His conscience is his guide."79 It was stated that "the Jugoslav 
people fought against the Nazi fascists so that they could build 
themselves a free and democratic home. The present leaders will 
lead the people to their victory over the Nazi-fascists. They will 
also lead the people to the development of economic potential."80 
Furthermore, "the people of Jugoslavia under the leadership of Tito 
are at long last able to overcome some of their numerous hardships. 
The national intelligentsia united itself with the workers ani 
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peasants to rebuild a ,!!:!m Jugoslavia which will be based on the kind 
of socialist principles which will never again be exploited by foreign 
imperialists. The Jugoalav soil is to be furrowed and reaped by its 
own sons and daughters. The people of Jugoslavia are at last going 
to profit from those resources which were previously drained out of the 
country by foreign capitalists. An entirely new Jugoslavia is stepping 
in to take the place of the •rotten' Jugoslavia of tbe psst.»81 
78. Ibid., "Vatikan, Demooracija in Delavstvo," editorial, August 18, 
1947. 
79. Ibid., "Ivan Cankar v tujih jezekih," August 19, 1947, P• 3. 
80. ~., "Neki Peter je tudi v Ameriki," editorial, May 3, 1948. 
81. ~·, "Sedma Obletnica vstaje Jugoslovanskih Narodov ,•• editorial, 
July 1, 1948. 
A. crown of laurel for Russia, the true "Mother Slava." Listen 
while "Mother Russia" speaks: 
Blooming Sunday, Mother Russia 
"The biggest among you, I am your mother, 
MY sons and daughters all are heroes. 
We are :; liberated today with the new spring, 
The enemw no longer presses on our soil. 
How many of ours were great heroes 
The wrinkled Russian soil covers them now, 
How many of these sons died for liberty? 
No one knows the exact number. 
The struggle was just and blessed. 
We never rob soil that belongs to others, 
What was ours remains ours, 
No one will take our soil away from us. 
My sons and daughters all Slavs 
Come to your mother, come back again, 
No one else anywhere will ever 
Protect you like the 'great' Russian bear. 
Hundred and hundreds of us have been beaten, 
The enemy wanted to drive us from our soil, 
The great executioners have subsided, 
The Slavs chased them to Berlin. 
We are going to pound in their heads, 
We will teach them Slavic consciousness, 
From today on, we will be builders and masons, 
But we never, never, desire to rule the world."82 
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82. J. 'Rotter, "Svetna Nedelja, Mati Rusija.," Enakopravnost, editorial, 
April 17, 1945. (Translated by S.M. CERNIGOJ, see ''Kotes to 
Chapter Three •; pa.ge 141 for the original Slovenian.) 
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The progressive view was that "the agreement which was signed 
on April 11, 1945, between the U.s.s.R. and Jugoslavia (making Jugo-
slavia officially a member of the Soviet Bloo) will go down in 
history as one of the greatest documents of friendship among the 
democratic peoples of the world."83 Furthermore, "the Soviet union 
is the best friend and the best protector of Jugoslavia."B4 
The progressives called upon the American public to look at 
"Russia in a new seriousness. The United States should think of 
Russia not on the basis of her pre-war record, but rather in relation 
to her triumphant victory over the Germans. It is useless to worry 
about Russia in light of her communist ideology. Stalinism is every-
thing which serves the Russian. The Americans have to learn to under-
stand the Slavic way of thinking Which is based on the condi tiona and 
circumstances which exist within slavdom. Onae the Americans will 
consider Moscow's point of view, the Russian problem will subside and 
all attention can be focused on the real problem; namely, Europe and 
Germa:ny."85 Furthermore, "Russia wishes to be the friend of the 
83. Ibid., "Jugoslovanako-Sovijetsko Pogodba," editorial, April 24, 
1945. 
84. Ibid., "Marsal Tito na obisku pri Stalinu radi Trsta--London 28, 
maja," editorial, May 29, 1946. 
85, ~., "Rusija se Vzdiguje," editorial, July 10. 1945. 
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United States and she desires that all Slavs will be equal in a 
slavic union. 1186 Moreover, "the Slavs realize tlE value of Russia in 
the Slavio struggle against the Pan German yoke. All Slavs who lived 
under the German yoke in the past now wish to have strong ties with 
Moscow.n87 
The Soviet Bloc was the true Pan Slavio fulfillment. Communism 
was no menace or danger to the West. The West imagined a danger. 
Russia and the Soviet Bloc wanted to be friends with the united States 
and the whole world. The soviet Bloc was Slavonic, peace-loving, 
liberty-loving. The West was the one who was sowing the seeds of enmity. 
"Jugoslavia has no other path,"88 was the comnent. "The Tito 
government opened the door to a democratic republic which is tightly 
tied with the Soviet Bloc."89 Furthermore, "the Soviet Bloc is the 
only possible guarantee for unity among all the Slavic peoples; namely, 
the Jugoslavs, Bulgars, Czechs, Poles and Russians. Through the Soviet 
Bloc all the Slavic nations will experience agrarian reforms and com-
9Q 
meroial and industrial progress." 
86. ~., "Ruska zunanja politika," editorial, July 10, 1945. 
87. .ll!!!· 
88. Ibid., "Druge poti za Jugoslavana ni," Oton Zupancic, editorial, 
December 6, 1945. 
89 • ..ll2,!g.., "Pogodba prijateljstva med Poljsko in Jugoslavijo," 
editorial, May l, 1946. 
90. 1£1!!., "Pomen enotnosti Slovanskih Narodov v borbi za mir, '' 
editorial, February 5, 1947. 
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The Soviet Bloc was needed by the Slavic peoples. "The Slav 
was victorious over the century old enemy--the German conqueror. Now 
all the Slavic countries have to create an agreement for the unending 
cooperation among the Slavic na.tions. This Slavic agreement, the 
Soviet Bloc, was born ina common struggle against a common enemy. 
Previously many attempts were made to formulate a united Slavic 
program. .Agreement was never reached in the pa.st mainly because the 
ideology among the slavic peoples was not consistent. The soviet Bloc 
united the Czechs, Poles, Jugoslavs and Bulgars and Russians into a 
corrmon economic aspiration and a common ideology. The Slavs become 
united through the Soviet Bloc which now serves as a central exchange 
for commercial, political and economic exchange among the Slavic 
countries. The accusations against the Soviet Bloc which were ex-
pressed by Thomas Anthem and which appeared in Contemporary (magazine) 
are ill-founded. The Soviet Bloc is not the Slavonic Dra:ng nach 
westen. The Soviet Bloc is the only Slav assurance of peace and 
friendship among the nations of Eastern Europe. The Soviet Bloc 
is a bloc against German aggression and any possible future German 
oppression. The Slavic nations do not wish to enslave other nations. 
They do not want to push the Slavonic nationality upon anyone. They 
{Slavs) themselves have suffered too bitterly under the foreign yoke. 
The Slavs have no desire to make attempts upon the independence of 
of other nations.~91 As a summation to the argument, Todar Pavlov, 
the Bulgarian, was quoted: "The Slavs J)avi] resisted conquerors. 
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The Slavs are not militaristic or imperialistic. The Slavs in their 
Slavic manner respect and love all freedo~loving and democratic 
nations. The Slavs are ready to treat each nation in the manner which 
it deserves, enmity or friendship. The Slavs do not unite for 
aggression. They unite only to defend their liberty, their pride, 
their nationalisms and their independence. The Soviet Bloc is an 
attempt for peace and Slavic security.n92 Furthermore, "as long as 
Jugoslavia is in a bloc which stands for social and economic progress 
and as long as she is in a solidarity which recognizes her as an equal, 
certainly Jugoslavia is not in bad company."93 ~'l!h•~·8ovllnc:aloc is a 
harmony of war-devast~ted Slavs Who know and appreciate the sufferings 
which afflicted their brothers during the time or the Nazi aggression."94 
It was commented that "the Soviet Bloc wants peace on earth. Conmunism 
and capitalism can live together if they learn to cooperate with one 
91. ~., editorial, "Pomen enotnosti Slovenskih narodov v borbi za mir", 
February 7, 1947. 
92. ~· 
93. Ibid., "Po Duhovnikov gre vera gor in dol, spisal duhovnik, Joze 
Lampert v Ameriski Domovini," editorial, .March 12, 1947. 
94. Ibid., "Zunanja politike Jugoslavije ( Govor M. Tita. pred skupcino, 
31, maroa)," editorial, April 17, 1947. 
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anothar."95 In defense of Slavonic solidarity: "the Soviet Bloc is 
based on a communa.l economic basis which was practiced in the primitive 
times (zadrugas). The Soviet Bloo is a sooial experiment in human 
living."96 Hope was expressed that "the world will soon awaken to 
the fact that the Soviet Bloc is a force of resistance which is emerging 
from an exploited people (Slavs) •• ,97 
The Tito-Stalin Schism in 1948 verified that Pan Slavism did not 
mature into a Russian program of nationalistic-comm~stic imperialism. 
The Schism of 1948 proved that the progressive Slovenes ware being, 
as the conservative Slovene forces put it, "deceived" by the "Slavism" 
of the Russian World War II and post-World Vlar II program of its own 
nationalistic-communistic imperialism. The break proved that the pro-
gressives, like the conservatives, were of the NonwRussian-Slav Pan 
Slavic make up. The first move by the progressives, however, at the 
time of the "break" was to corne to the defense of Slavdom (Soviet Bloc). 
Verbal attacks were made against those forces which, it was felt, 
95. Ibid., "Rusija in mir na Svetu," editorial, November 14, 1947. 
96. ~., ''Kapitalizem nasproti socializmu," editorial, .April 16, 1948. 
97. ..!1U41 , ''Kaj pa socializem," editorial, July 8, 1948. 
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"would like to see Slavdom divided so that they can once again share 
the 'spoils'."98 The American press became an object of attack. 
It seemed to have "changed overnight. All along hatred has been shown 
toward Tito, by the continued anti-Tito policy. Then, suddenly, a 
great love; overnight ."99 Even when the reports of the Schism were 
verified, the progressives were still on the defensive for Slavdom. 
"It is only a 'spat.' It is only a conflict of personalities. "100 
The conservatives, on the other hand, regarded the Schism as 
'a staged buffoonery,' a 'trick' to deceive the democratic and freelOl 
world.•' Nonetheless, hope was expressed that the true Pan Slavic 
ideals are in the coming. "Tito and Stalin are engaged in a role 
to deceive the West. There is neither importance nor truth in the 
break."102 Perhaps, "Jugoslavia will get a better leadership if 
there is any truth in the Tito schism with the Moscovites. But, it 
all might be nothing more than a 'farce' which is being staged between 
Moscow and its 'protege'--T1to."l03 
On their defense, the progressives aonder.rmed the "joy and pleasure 
98. Ibid., "A.damiceva analiza sporu med Titom in Kominformo, .. Louis 
A.damic, 11th July, New York Star," July 13, 1946, p. 1. 
100. Ibid. 
101. Ibid. 
102. Jmeriska Domovina, "Jugoslovanska mizerija," editorial, December 10, 
1946. 
103 • ..ll!.!i•• "Nekaj vzrokov Titovega spora z MoskVo," editorial, 
December 16, 1948. 
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which is being expressed by the 'clerical' liberals and the 'leftist' 
socialists who have long anticipated the end of Tito's regime. No 
one can really dnd'~stand the Comdnform resolution or the point of 
dispute. The fact is that the problems of RUSsia are, on the whole, 
different from those of Jugoslavia. Jugoslavia is in a period of 
transformation from the old to a 'new' socialist country with various 
non-comnunistic elementa,ttl04 Reality brought the comment that "the 
•sensational' break between Tito and Stalin is only a 'personal spat' 
which involves the question of pride. The comm~istio doctrines count 
very little in this 'battle of words'•"105 Mixed feelings were ex-
pressed in regard to Moscow's attack on the despairing Jugoalav peoples 
who "suffered such tremendous casualties during the war."l06 
The innate nature of Pan Slavism among the progressives expressed 
itself when it was realized that, perhaps, the Soviet Bloc was not the 
"true" Pan Slavic fulfillment. Perhaps, it was not the unity of Slavic 
104. Enakopravnost, "Prezgodnji Optimizem," editorial, July 6, 1946. 
105. ~., t'Kako so . v Jugoslaviji sprejeli kritiko Kominforme, Stojan 
Pribicenica--spodniji clanek iz Beograda, New Republic," editorial, 
July 12, 1948. 
106. Ibid. 
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"equals." Perhaps, the unity was not meant to "safeguard" tm cher-
ished principles of preserving the individual nationalistic independ ... 
ence of all the various Slavic nationalities; especially, the Slovenes. 
"Tito knows what he is doing and nothing hurts more deeply than to 
have the West 'think' that Tito is a lutka (puppet) of Moscow. The 
Jugoslav partisans freed themselves without the aid of' outside forces. 
Jugoslavia will never subordinate itself to apyone, whether it be 
Hitler, Truman or Stalin."l07 Furthermore, "Tito was never a 'puppet' 
of Moscow. Moscow was never the •master' of Tito.nl08 
The Soviet Bloc was a good thing only if it were the "true" Pan 
Slavic realization and fulfillment. The Soviet Bloc was a good thing 
only if it was a solidarity of Slavic brothers, all equal. The Soviet 
Bloc was a good thing only if it was a union to "protect" the growth, 
development and maturation of the individual nationalistic independence 
of each other. 
Slavism is a strong bond. A Slav will always defend it as we 
have seen. "Jugo slavia has never before or after the break {Tito-
Stalin schism '48) given the impression of desiring to break off, or 
107. ~-
108. ll!,9.,, July 13, 1948, .Q.E.• ill· 
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to become independent of the other Slavic peoples. The Soviet Bloc 
is the 'best' security for Jugoslavia and the Slovenes. It offers 
to Jugoslavia the 'surest' plan of independence which Jugoslavia can 
ever hope to achieve in the prevailing contemporary circumstances."l09 
The "break" was attributed to "'bad manners• on the part of some 
leaders in the Soviet Bloc and the Cominform who believe that Jugo-
slavia should be compelled to do something counter to her ~ will.nllO 
What was thecourse for Yugoslavia? "There is no question as to 
which way Jugoslavia will go. The 'crisis' between the Cominform am 
Jugoslavia is not political. It is all a problem of 'human' limita-
tions. Both parties are at fault. Both sides should acknowledge 
their wrongs and embrace each other in brotherly love. WJl sides 
should forgive and forget so that Slavdom might once more become 






na Lost cause 
•••••"The Fourteen Points," January, 1918, 
nVI. The evacuation of all Russian territory 
and BUOh a settlement of all questions 
effectiDg Russia as will secure the best 
am freest cooperation of the other nations 
of the world in obtaining for her an un-
hampered opportunity for the independent 
determination of her own political develop-
ment am national policy al'ld assure her of 
a sincere welcome into the society of free 
nations under institutions of her own 
ohooaing ard, more than a welcome, assist-
ance of every kind tba t she nay need and 
may herself desire. The treatment accorded 
Russia by her sister nations in the months 
to come will be the acid test of their good 
will, of their comprehension of her needs 
as distinguished from their own interests 
and of their intelligence and unselfish 
sympathy. 
:x. The people of J.uatria-Hungary, whose place 
among the na t1 ons we wish to see safeguarded 
am assured, should be accorded the freest 
opportunity of autonomous developnent • 
XI. • •• and the relations of the several Balkan 
states to one another determi:ned by friendly 
counsel along histroically establiShed lines 
of allegiance and nationally and; international 
guarantee of the political and economic in-
dependence and the territorial integrity of 
the several Balkan states should be entered 
into ••• " 
Woodrow Wilsonl 
I. John Hicks (advisory ed.), Readings in American History (Boston-New 
York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1952), Vol. II, P.P• 259-260. 
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••••• ••• Yalta, 1945 ••••• 
This thesis attempted to establish through an extensive study o~ 
the ethnic unity am ethnic :aatio:nalism of the American Slovenes that 
two interpretations exist within Slavdom of the concept of Pan Slavism1 
the Russian, and the authentic and original Non-Russian Slavic Pan 
Slavism. Furthermore, this study tried to point out that the Pan Slavic 
progrDB which was inaugurated in Moscow in 1941 was the Russian in.;. 
terpretation and it was desig:aed first to seduce the Non-Russian Slavs 
into a Russian uationalistio-communistic-~rialistic program, and then 
to deceive the non-slavic world so tlat it \'\Ould believe that the 
twentieth century Buss ian Pan Slavic program was the will of Slavdom 
as a Whole. 
This sttX1.7 attempted to show tbro~h the e:z;pressed Slovene ideas 
that the authentic and. origiDal Pan Slavic ideals as conceived by the 
early Non-Russian Pan Slaviats are still a living part of the various 
ethnic unities v4 thin Slavdom. Jlore over , the original Pan Slavic 
principles as r o:nnulated and outlined by the same Non-Russian Pan Slav-
ists have not changed with history or time, and the . same Pan Slavic 
concepts still live in the hearts ani millds of all the Non-Russian 
Slavs all over the world, including tbe American Slavs and the American 
Slovenes. This paper attempted to point out that the twentieth century 
communistic-nationalistic-imperialistic program o~ Soviet Russia was 
not the outgrowth of the original Pan Slavic program as initiated, 
Outlined and elaborated by tm Non-Russian Pan Slavists but rather, 
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that tbe twentieth century Russian program made ~ of' Slavism in 
order to further. its personal prestige and power over Slavdom and the 
whole world. It was desired that this thesis would bring out the 
point tmt the Non-Russian Slavs are still looking tor a political 
unity tor Slavdom which would guarantee ethnic equality and individual 
nationalistic indepeJldenoe among the various Slavic ethnic unities 
Which ~e up the Slavic whole. 
Is the Non-Russian-Slavic Pan Slavism an imperialistic Program? 
It is rather difficult to judge or evaluate this program tor its 
imperialistic principles and implications since the Pan Slavic program 
as outlined by the Non-Russian Pan Slavista has never been made 
sufficiently clear tor this kind of' an analysis. Purthermore, the 
Pan Slavism ot the Non-Russian Slavs bas never been realized to a 
point ltlere the world might measure its potential imperialistic threats. 
What about tm Slavic peoples as a whole and the problems of' 
Slavdom in gemral? The Wilsonian principles ot "self'-determi:nat ion" 
were neTer quite realized among tbe Non-Russian Slavic peoples. With 
the emeption of' CsechoalovaJda, at the onset ot the SecoJld World war. 
all the established Slavic states were tmder the influence of' foreign 
exploiters (Pascism and Nazism) and/or under the leadership ot dictators 
or home-bred.WVichiea." 
' 
After 1935, Poland was in the haJJds ot the dictatorial premiership 
ot General Edward ~s-smigley. Bulgaria was ruled by the dictator-
premier. J.Ddrew Tochev. It is rather difficult to knOw who was the 
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"real" leader in Jugoslavia. A:f'ter tba assasai:aa.tion of King .lle:aoamw, 
Jugoslavia was officially, under the die atorship of Prince Paul (Regent 
tor the child-king, Peter II), and his minister, Dr. llatchek. After the 
coup d'etat in lfarch, 1941, a new government was formed by General 
Simovitch. J'urthermore, there was religio-political divisiomlism &mo!IB 
all these countries. During World War II, tba majority of these Slavs 
ware engaged in a Civil War, which was primarily the result of these 
divisional factions and tactora. The peoples were divided against tbem-
selves because of their own personal problems am conflicts. Yet, they 
all bad the aama goals. They were all hoping and tightiDg tor democracy, 
freedom, liberty an:l above all, peace. They were fighting against the 
return of the pre-War dictatorial regimes. 
At the close ot World War II, the "glorious" Russian Army moved into 
this "valley of contusion" UDder the pretense of the "Great Liberation." 
"Mother (Slava) Russia" sent her armies to liberate the Slavonic :Brot~r-
hood of peoples from the Gernfl.n menace and their own personal problema. 
The Great Liberation army was the "Crusadea" of the twentieth cent~y. 
Then came Yalta, 1945. Tbe West recognized the "mternal" role of 
RUSsia. The Soviet Union waa to determine tm course, desti~ and tate 
ot t~ Slavonic peoples. Don't mothers always want t~ir children to 
have the "best?" It did not take long to draw tm cords of tba "Iron 
\ 
Curtain." It was only a matter of a few years, 1945-1947. But ware 
they "her" (Russian) children? Were they (Slavs) safe in her keeping? 
,as Tito the "disobedient" one, or did he depict and exemplify the 
illl'late nature of the Non .. Russian Slav? 
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There is much talk today about tm possible ways to liberate the 
peoples of Eastern Europe. Is the Pan Slavism of the Non-Russian Slavs 
the answer t~ entire free world is seeking? Is the authentic Pan 
Slavism, the true Slavonic spirit, the lo:ng-soaght cb.a.lle:nge to the 
Russian coumunistic p-oblem? What chaD.aes are there t~t Pan Slavism 
as conceived and perceived by the Non-Russian Slavs might challenge 8lld 
eventually "break" the communistic hold over the Slavonic PeOples in 
Eastern Europe? 
'.rhe Slavs have shown that they need a leader - Mother Slava, the 
"Prime-:U:over." Who can draw the Non-Russian Slavs from the imperialistic 
hold of Russian mtionalism and Oommunism'l Who can lead the Non-Russian 
Slavs to their liberty am tbilir freedom? Who can help the individual 
Non-Russian Slavic nationalities in their desire for "self-determination" 
and their_ desire for the preservation of their individual nationalistic 
independe:noe? Who is strong enough, charitable enough am benevolent 
enough among the Slavs to un1 te the Non-Russian Slavs in a federation 
of Slavonic equals? Where are the answers to these questions? Who 
b.a.s the a:nswers - or are there answers? 
1. 
NOTES TO CHAPrER ~WQ,_ 
PART II 
Pesem Slovenak& 
Pesem slovenaka, pesem ti nasa, 
spreJmi ta sk:romni sopek od nas, 
zbran po vrtovih nove dezele 
nasa ljtlbezni tebi v dokaz. 
Pesem slovenska, pesen ti zveata, 
od pamtiveka spremljas nas rod: 
Koder je njemu noga hodila, 
ti ai donela vselje, povsod. 
Pesem slovenska, pesem blazilna, 
mati uspava dete s teboJ, 
Kmetic na polju, potnik na oeati 
tebe pojoo si briseta znoj. 
Pesem alovenska, pesem prisrona, 
dekl1o1 vzgajas ti rosmarin, 
s tabo Devesto tantio izbira, 
t1 ves za vsak :nas sladlt1 spomin. 
Pesem slovensk&, pesem :nebeska, 
dusi nemirni no sis miru, 
sroa nam dvigas, ljtlbav oz:canjas, 
hvalo, molitev dajes Bogu. 
Pesem slovenslta, pesem budilna, 
rod nas bodrila, zvala na boJ, 
ko mu aovrag napadal je grudo: 
zmag si prinesla ti mu DebroJ. 
Pesem slovenska, pesem isk:rena, 
z ll&m1 pr~sla si v dalnjo zemljo, 
1 nam1 delila ti si sivljenje, 
a nam1 delila -- ameh in solso. 
Pesem slovenlika, pesem ti nasa, 
doni, obmevaJ krepko nam ti, 
da po tej sirni, svobodni zemlj 1 
vzdrami in sdruzi nasa ae krU 
-Leo Zakrajsek 
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2. O, Tozn.a Domovina 
o, tozna moja domovina, 
scroe me vselej zaboli, 
ko aile. bridkega spomina 
privede m1 te pred oei. 
Ne cuje nasa se beseda, 
tuj glas prileta na uho, 
sirota trepeta vsa bleda, 
pro-itiska tujec jo hud.o. 
Nekday vsa srecna si cvetela, 
nas glas po tebil je zvenel, 
vsa ti v blaginji ai zivela, 
brat z bratom zivel je vesel. 
OJ, tozna moja domovina, 
11 tebi vee reaitve ni? 
Poslusaj glas vernega ti sinas 
Se gledal& boa lepe dnil 
LJubezen do Domovine 
Kdor ima srce, 
zna za dom solze, 
sa slovenske domovine raj; 
zanj o r&d si vi, 
zanJo hrepeni, 
njc, le Djo bo ljubil vekomaj. 
Ovrst Slovencev rod, 
cist prebiva tod, 
oj prijasnost cista tu cveta; 
vsak prijat'lja •ma, 
zvest cbjame ga, 
to navada stara tuk&j Je. 
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3. ( cont 'd.) 
4. 
s. 
Od neznih planin 
do trtic dolin 
mile pesmiee povsod pojo. 
Sloven'o je rad vesel, 
kaj, da bi ne pel, 
n.jemu pesmi iz area teko. 
(tolltao:ag) 
Nasa "Zvezipa" Pesem 
Vrle 11m0 .Amerik&Dke 
iz slovenakega rodua 
ljub slovensko pesem, 
pojemo jo brez sramu. 
Tam, kJer Triglave zemljo strazi, 
bistra Sava jo poji, 
tam je domovina dedov, 
tam Slovenec ae z1v1. 
Tam mozje ao ll&si slavni 
z delom uma in area 
cast, veljavo priborili 
nam med mrodi sveta. 
Zlata govoriea dedov 
nam ostane arena last, 
"Zveza" nasa rod slovensld: 
:uas ponos in msa cast. 
-Ivan Zorman 
Slovensld. Fantje 
Blovenski smo fantje iz Loza doma, 
slovenskega duha, alovenskega area. 
Mi smo domaeini, smo. gorke krvi, 







T&lto je mati a:• jala 
ko me je dete pestovala; 
zatorej dobro vem: 
Slovenec seml 
Slovemc seml 
To jasna pamet v glavi, 
to v srcu blagi cut m1 pravi; 
s ponosom reci smem: 
Slovemc semi 
Slovenec seml 
Jaz ljubim ocetnjavo, 
gorim sa nJeno cast ill slavo, 
kal" cutim, to povema 
Sloveuec seml 
Slovenao seml 
Od lllibeli do groba, 
ue gane moja se svestoba, 
da vsikdar reci smem: 
Slove:aec seml 
Lepa Nasa Domovina 
Lepa nasa domovina, 
oj junask.a semlja mila, 
stare slave dedovina, 
da bi vedn.o oastna bila. 
:Mila, kaltor si nam slavna 
mila, ai nam ti edina, 
mila, koder si nam ravna, 
mila koder ai plauina. 
Blagoslov naJ se rasliva 
v tvojih poljih ill leaovih. 
Bog ljubesui naj prebiva 
v tvojih selih ill domovih. 
V bozjem dihu, v bozjem varatvu, 
tvoja ladja varuo plava. 
Mlr s teboj po vsem vladaratvul 






Iiej Slovenci! Nasa reo slovensko zivo klije, 
dokler nasa verno srce za nas narod bije. 
Zivi, zivi duh slovenSk1, bodi ziv na vekel 
Grom in pekl.o, p:Nne vase prote nam so steke. 
Naj tedaj nad nami strasna burja naJ se snese, 
skala poka, dob se lomi, zemlja naJ se trese. 
Bratje, m1 stojimo trdno, kakor r:idi grad&, -
orna zemlja naj pogrezm tega, kdor odpada& 
(folksong) 
NOJ!ES TO CHAPTER tHREE, PART II 
OVetna Nedel-ia Jlati RWJi.1a 
Bajveeja med vsm1, sem vasa jaz mat1, 
MOji sinovi in hoere, vsi so J~i. 
Svobodni smo danes v novi pomladi, 
Sovraznik ne tlaci, vee nase semlje. 
Koliko najinih velikih ju.nakOv, 
krijejo brazde le ruske zemlje, 
Kol'k za svobodo teh sinov je padlo, 
za ogromne stevilke nobeden ne ve. 
Borba je bila pravic~ in sveta, 
.Mi. niltar ne krademo drugim zemlje, 
Kar nasa je bilo, to nase ostane, 
Nobeneden delil ne bo naae zemlje. 
V moji sinovi in hcere slovanske, 
Pridite k materi vasi nazaj, 
Nobeden vee drugi nikJer nebo 
Kar medved veleva, vsak se blatil, bo vstrasil. 
Stoletja, stoletja so nas pobijali, 
Spoditi so nas hoteli iz nase zemlje, 
Ti rablji velike so mali postali, 
Z Berlina, Slovani naprej jih pode. 
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Zab111 jtm bodemo v trde nj1h glave, 
Uc1t1 jeh hocemo slovansko zavest, 
Od d.anes naprej bodo nasi, sidarji, 
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